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Emotion expression is an important feature of healthy child development that has been found to show
gender differences. However, there has been no empirical review of the literature on gender and facial,
vocal, and behavioral expressions of different types of emotions in children. The present study constitutes
a comprehensive meta-analytic review of gender differences and moderators of differences in emotion
expression from infancy through adolescence. We analyzed 555 effect sizes from 166 studies with a total
of 21,709 participants. Significant but very small gender differences were found overall, with girls
showing more positive emotions (g � –.08) and internalizing emotions (e.g., sadness, anxiety, sympathy;
g � –.10) than boys, and boys showing more externalizing emotions (e.g., anger; g � .09) than girls.
Notably, gender differences were moderated by age, interpersonal context, and task valence, underscor-
ing the importance of contextual factors in gender differences. Gender differences in positive emotions
were more pronounced with increasing age, with girls showing more positive emotions than boys in
middle childhood (g � –.20) and adolescence (g � –.28). Boys showed more externalizing emotions than
girls at toddler/preschool age (g � .17) and middle childhood (g � .13) and fewer externalizing emotions
than girls in adolescence (g � –.27). Gender differences were less pronounced with parents and were
more pronounced with unfamiliar adults (for positive emotions) and with peers/when alone (for exter-
nalizing emotions). Our findings of gender differences in emotion expression in specific contexts have
important implications for gender differences in children’s healthy and maladaptive development.

Keywords: emotion expression, gender/sex differences, observational studies, emotional development,
contextual factors

In western popular culture, it is widely held that there are gender
differences in children’s emotion expressions.1 Sayings such as
“boys don’t cry” and “sugar and spice and everything nice—that’s
what little girls are made of” reflect cultural beliefs and expecta-
tions that girls show cheeriness or sadness, whereas boys are
strong and calm, showing anger if necessary. These beliefs are
reflected in studies that ask adults and children about their expec-
tations about the emotional expressiveness of females and males
(e.g., Birnbaum & Croll, 1984; Brody, 1999; Shields, 2002) and to
some extent in studies that ask individuals about themselves (e.g.,

Cox, Stabb, & Hulgus, 2000). Observations of emotional expres-
sion are less commonly conducted; when they are, the observed
emotions do not always show such consistent gender differences,
raising the question of the nature and extent of gender differences
in emotion expression. Until now, although there have been em-
pirical reviews of happiness expressions (e.g., LaFrance, Hecht, &
Levy Paluck, 2003), there has been no empirical review of ob-
served gender differences in other types of emotion expressions
(e.g., negative emotions) across the period when gender differ-
ences in emotion likely develop—childhood and adolescence.
Delineating the emergence of and contexts under which such
differences might appear is important to advancing our under-
standing of basic information about gender differences and of
basic and applied research on children’s social and emotional
development.

Learning to express emotion is a key feature of healthy social-
emotional development. The typically developing infant, for ex-
ample, communicates contentment or distress that guides the par-
ent’s caregiving. Over the first few years of life, children develop
flexible patterns of facial, vocal, and behavioral (i.e., bodily)
expressions of emotion that allow them to communicate their
feelings, adjust those communications according to the situation,

1 We use the term gender differences in the present article. The term sex
differences could also be used. We use “gender” to acknowledge that these
differences are not likely solely based on biological sex but may also be
socially influenced.
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and even mask emotions (Malatesta & Wilson, 1988). They learn
which emotions to express and when to express them, communi-
cating their needs to others and, in turn, responding to others’
requests and needs. In this way, children’s emotion expressions
facilitate the development of social relationships (Halberstadt,
Denham, & Dunsmore, 2001; Saarni, 1999). Thus, learning so-
cially appropriate ways of expressing different emotions has been
considered a central component of the development of emotional
competence (Denham, 2007).

Given the importance of emotion expression to healthy devel-
opment, it is critical to understand whether it is susceptible to
gender differences. For example, an individual’s ability to be
emotionally aware and appropriately communicative of feelings is
a hallmark not only of socioemotional competence but also of
mental health (Cicchetti, Ackerman, & Izard, 1995; Gross, 1999;
Keenan, 2000). An accumulating body of evidence suggests that
when a person is limited in the range of emotions expressed or is
encouraged to express particular emotions to the exclusion of
others, there is a greater likelihood of compromised socioemo-
tional functioning and of risk for developing psychopathology
(Chaplin & Cole, 2005; Keenan, 2000; Keenan & Hipwell, 2005;
Zahn-Waxler, Shirtcliff, & Marceau, 2008). For example, sup-
pressing the expression of certain emotions has been linked to
diminished well-being and a wide variety of forms of psychopa-
thology in adults (e.g., Gross & John, 2003; for a comprehensive
review, see Aldao, Nolen-Hoeksema, & Schweizer, 2010). This
evidence indicates that the early identification of gender differ-
ences in emotion expression could shed light on the mechanisms
that underlie known gender differences in the prevalence of par-
ticular forms of psychopathology. It is known, for example, that in
childhood, boys are more likely to have conduct problems such as
defiance and aggression, which are often associated with high
levels of anger (Cole, Michel, & Teti, 1994), whereas by adoles-
cence girls are more likely than boys to have symptoms of depres-
sion and anxiety (Hankin et al., 1998; Ollendick & Yule, 1990),
both of which are associated with sadness and fear.

Research addressing the nature and development of gender
differences in emotion expression cannot rely solely on self-report
or parent-report questionnaire studies. Although this methodolog-
ical approach is informative, it should be complemented by meth-
ods that capture youths’ actual in-the-moment expressions of emo-
tion. For this reason, it is useful to review studies that have
examined the behavior of boys and girls using objective criteria by
trained independent coders to reach decisions about the emotions
expressed and the amount or intensity of those expressions. The
present meta-analysis constitutes a much-needed empirical review
of gender differences in observed facial, vocal, and behavioral
(bodily) expressions of emotion in children and adolescents aged
0–17 years. We hypothesized that gender differences in the ex-
pression of emotions would be moderated by contextual factors,
particularly the emotion considered, children’s developmental
level, and the social situation in which emotion is expressed.

General Theories of Gender Differences

There are at least three main types of theoretical models of
gender differences in behavior: biological, social developmental,
and social constructionist. In practice, however, it should be noted
that most researchers and theorists adopt an integrated approach,

drawing from more than one of these frameworks at a time. Below
we briefly describe these theories of gender differences in behavior
and then describe theories that are specific to emotion expression.

Biological theorists propose that girls and boys show innate
biological differences. These differences exist prenatally and/or at
birth (e.g., genetic differences) or unfold with age/maturation (e.g.,
hormone differences at puberty) and lead to gender differences in
behavior. For example, boys have higher levels of arousal than
girls in infancy, and, in early childhood, boys show less language
ability and inhibitory control than girls (see Brody, 1999). These
early gender differences likely reflect biological factors, such as
gender differences in gene expression and the influence of sex
hormones (such as testosterone) in utero, which contribute to brain
and body differences between males and females (for a review, see
Zahn-Waxler, Shirtcliff, & Marceau, 2008). Lower language and
inhibitory control abilities may lead boys to have difficulty regu-
lating negative emotions to meet contextual demands and thus may
lead them to show, for example, greater levels of unmodulated
anger.

In social-developmental theories, it is proposed that children
learn gender-role-consistent behaviors over time through cognitive
learning, socialization, and experience (for a review, see Liben &
Bigler, 2002). Gender schema theory is one social-developmental
theory that emphasizes children’s active role in their development
of gendered behavior. According to this theory, boys and girls
develop cognitive schemas for gender based on observing their
environments (Martin & Halverson, 1981). Such schemas include
information on the behaviors and traits associated with being a boy
or a girl. With time, boys and girls develop a schema for their
“own” sex (boy or girl) and proceed to select activities and
environments that fit with their own sex schemas. Social learning/
socialization theories are another example of social-developmental
theories. These theories posit that children are encouraged either
through explicit teaching or through modeling to adopt gender-
role-consistent behaviors (e.g., Bandura, 1969). With regard to
gender and emotion, gender schema and socialization theories
suggest that gender differences in emotion should become stronger
with age as children develop gender schemas and have more
socialization experiences. In the present review, we examined age
as a moderator of gender differences and proposed that gender
differences would be more pronounced with increasing age.

Social constructionist theories focus on the expression of gender
differences in behavior in the moment. They agree that there are
certain propensities for gender-role-consistent behaviors that are
internalized in childhood, as stated in the biological and social-
developmental theories. However, they add to these theories by
emphasizing the role of context in the expression of these inter-
nalized behaviors. They propose that the expression of gender is
influenced by the specific context and by larger societal expecta-
tions for males and females (e.g., Shields, 2002; West & Zimmer-
man, 1987). One social constructionist theory that is particularly
relevant for emotion expression is Deaux and Major’s (1987)
gender-in-context theory. This theory states that gender differences
in behavior are most likely to be observed in situations in which
gender is salient. In other words, gender differences emerge when
“perceivers [others] emit expectancies, targets (selves) negotiate
their own identities, and the context in which interaction occurs
shapes the resultant behavior” (Deaux & Major, 1987, p. 369).
Thus, it follows that gender differences in children’s emotion
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expression may be greater when children are with strangers than
with parents because children may believe that strangers expect
them to express emotions according to societal guidelines. Gender
differences in emotion may also be stronger when children are
with peers, because peer contexts are typically segregated by
gender and may emit expectancies that boys and girls follow
gender roles, with boy peer groups encouraging rough-and-tumble
play and girl peer groups emphasizing quiet and cooperative play
(Maccoby, 1990; Rose & Rudolph, 2006). In the present meta-
analysis, we examined social context as a moderator of gender
differences in emotion expression and proposed that gender dif-
ferences in emotion expression would be larger when children are
with unfamiliar adults or peers than when they are with parents or
alone.

Theories of Gender Differences in Emotion Expression

A major theory of gender differences in emotion expression,
which incorporates biological and socialization models (and al-
lows for the influence of social context, consistent with social
constructionist models), has been offered by Brody (e.g., Brody,
1999). Brody has argued that gender differences in emotion ex-
pression are the result of a combination of biologically based
temperamental predispositions and the socialization of boys and
girls to adopt gender-related display rules for emotion expression.
In this theory, it is proposed that there are gender-related display
rules in the United States and many European cultures for girls to
be more emotionally expressive than boys (consistent with this,
women have been shown to be more emotionally expressive than
men; Kring & Gordon, 1998). In other words, girls are expected to
display greater levels than boys of most emotions, particularly
happiness and internalizing (or “intropunitive”) negative emotions,
such as sadness, fear, anxiety, shame, and guilt (Brody & Hall,
2008). Girls are also expected to show more empathy and sympa-
thy both in the form of facial emotional displays and of empathic
behaviors (Zahn-Waxler, 2001; Zahn-Waxler, Cole, & Barrett,
1991). These display rules for emotion expression are consistent
with gender roles for females to be more relationally oriented,
nurturing, and accommodating than males. Such behavior is con-
sistent with women’s traditional role as caregivers. Happiness and
internalizing emotions facilitate rather than threaten relationships
and in some cases (such as for empathy and sadness) can promote
closeness with others (Barrett & Campos, 1987; Izard & Acker-
man, 2000; Zahn-Waxler & Robinson, 1995).

Boys are generally expected to show less of these tender emo-
tions, in contrast to the display rules for girls’ emotions, and they
are allowed to express “externalizing” emotions such as anger,
contempt, and disgust more than girls. Anger and contempt func-
tion to promote the goal of overcoming obstacles, which can
involve the pushing outward, rather than internalizing, of distress
(Brody, 1999, 2000; Brody & Hall, 2008; notably, contempt can
also be directed inward, as in the case of “self-contempt”—see
Tompkins, 1962, 1963; however, here we focus on outer-directed
contempt). Thus, externalizing emotion expressions are consistent
with societal gender roles for males to be assertive, individualistic,
independent, and even aggressive, in line with traditional roles for
men to protect their families and to overcome dangers that inter-
fere with their ability to provide for their families (Brody, 1999).

Brody (1999, 2000) proposed that gender differences in emo-
tions develop based on a combination of innate predispositions and
socialization by parents, teachers, and peers into the cultural gen-
der roles described above. She suggested that, as infants, boys have
higher activity levels, arousal, and displays of negative emotion
and less language ability and inhibitory control than girls (see also
Weinberg, Tronick, Cohn, & Olson, 1999), all of which are likely
biologically based. Because of these early differences between
boys and girls, Brody proposed that parents and other socialization
agents may respond to boys in ways that dampen emotional
expressiveness, which encourages boys to limit emotions as a way
to down-regulate their high emotional arousal and activity levels.
Consistent with this, Buck (1977) found that boys’ emotional
expressions decreased with age from age 4 to 6, whereas girls’
expressions did not. He attributed this finding to gender socializa-
tion dampening boys’ emotional expressivity. In contrast, it is
theorized that parents encourage emotions in their young girls,
talking to them about emotions because of girls’ larger vocabular-
ies and more communicative skills (indeed, research shows that
parents do use more emotion words when talking with daughters
than sons; e.g., Kuebli & Fivush, 1992). This would lead girls to
be more emotionally expressive than boys in general. Further,
given the gender roles for girls to avoid antagonism and to promote
comfort in others, parents and other socialization agents may
particularly encourage happiness and internalizing emotion ex-
pressions in girls, through modeling of gender-specific patterns of
emotional expression and/or through reacting to children’s emo-
tion expressions in ways that promote adherence to gender roles
(Chaplin, Cole, & Zahn-Waxler, 2005a; Fivush & Buckner, 2000).
This transmission of gender roles may further encourage girls to
show greater positive and internalizing emotions than boys and
may also encourage boys to show greater externalizing emotions
than girls.

Previous Reviews of Gender and Emotion Expression

Previous reviews have addressed gender differences in some
emotion expressions. In their classic narrative review of gender
differences in childhood, Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) examined
gender differences in two types of emotion expressions: frustration
reactions (outbursts of negative emotions such as anger or crying
in response to frustrating situations) and fear. They reported that
infant boys and girls were similar in their frustration reactions but
that girls’ negative emotional outbursts diminished with age more
than boys’. As a result, toddler (18-month-old) boys showed
greater frustration reactions than girls. This developmental pattern
may reflect a trend for girls to decrease their display of external-
izing emotions, such as angry outbursts, because they are acquiring
an implicit understanding of society’s female gender roles or
because of girls’ increasing advantage in language and self-
regulation abilities in the toddler years. Interestingly, Maccoby and
Jacklin reported no consistent gender differences for children’s
expression of fear.

In a later meta-analysis of gender differences in temperament in
infants and children (3 months to 13 years old), Else-Quest, Hyde,
Goldsmith, and Van Hulle (2006) found a small but significant
effect size for fearfulness (but no significant differences for sad-
ness or anger), with higher fearfulness in girls than boys (d �
–0.12). However, their analysis relied mainly on evidence from
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parent-report temperament questionnaires (e.g., fearfulness was
usually measured as parents’ reports of their children’s distress or
withdrawal from sudden changes or novelty). The data were there-
fore limited to parent perceptions of child behaviors and expres-
sions that reflect temperament dimensions more than actual obser-
vations of child emotion expressions.

Else-Quest et al. (2006) also examined positive mood, as as-
sessed by questionnaires. The questionnaires measured parents’
perceptions of children’s positive emotion experience and/or ex-
pression. The meta-analysis revealed a very small effect size in
which girls were described as having higher levels of positive
mood than boys (d � –0.09). Else-Quest et al. also analyzed one
observational measure of positive emotion expression: smiling
behavior. They did not find a significant overall gender difference
for smiling behavior, although there was a trend for a gender
difference emerging with age, with girls smiling more than boys as
they reached middle childhood. Consistent with this increase in
gender differences in positive emotion expression with age, Hall
and Halberstadt’s (1986) meta-analysis of children ages 2 to 12
years did not find a significant gender difference in smiling, but
LaFrance et al.’s (2003) meta-analysis of adults and adolescents
found significant gender differences (females higher than males) in
smiling behavior (d � –0.41). Taken together, these studies sug-
gest that gender differences in positive emotion expression may
emerge with increasing age into adolescence. The present meta-
analysis included studies from infancy through adolescence to
more closely examine this developmental trend and identify points
in development at which gender differences emerge.

Moderators of Gender Differences in Emotion
Expression

It is important to note that gender differences in emotion ex-
pression (as with other behaviors) are not always found, despite the
prevalent view that they are robust (Hyde, 2005). Consequently, an
examination of gender differences that appreciates that they may
depend upon factors such as age and context is needed. For
example, gender differences in emotion expression may depend on
the situational context, including the emotional valence of the
situation (e.g., one that is negative or positive in tone), the social
context (i.e., who is present at the time), and whether the child is
expected to modulate expression of emotion to meet a social
demand (e.g., smiling when grandmother gives you an undesirable
gift). Below we discuss these and other factors that may moderate
gender differences in emotion expression.

Developmental Level

In accordance with social-developmental theories (Brody &
Hall, 2008) and biological/maturational theories (e.g., Buck,
1984), it can be hypothesized that gender differences become
stronger with age because over time children have more experi-
ence with and opportunities to adopt male and female gender roles
and because biologically based gender differences in emotion
expression skill unfold over time. If this is the case, there should
be relatively few gender differences in infancy. In the toddler and
preschool years, parents and other caregivers (implicitly or explic-
itly) socialize children’s emotions to teach children how to com-
municate needs and tolerate limits without strong negative emotion

in the course of preparing them to enter school (e.g., Eisenberg,
Cumberland, & Spinrad, 1998). Within this socialization, caregiv-
ers may socialize gender-role-consistent display rules for emotion
(e.g., Chaplin, Casey, Sinha, & Mayes, 2010), which may lead to
gender differences in emotion expressions and other behaviors
emerging at this time (e.g., Keenan & Shaw, 1997). These views
are supported by Maccoby and Jacklin’s (1974) review, which
reported no gender differences in infant frustration reactions but
emerging gender differences in the toddler period. Also consistent
with this notion, a later study found that boys decreased in sadness/
anxiety expression during a frustrating game from preschool to
early school age, leading to larger gender differences (girls greater
than boys) in sadness/anxiety expression by early school age
(Chaplin et al., 2005a).

As children develop through the school age years, they gain in
their ability to modulate emotional expression (Kopp, 1982). How-
ever, their emotional lives continue to develop. For instance, the
social, biological, and cognitive changes associated with adoles-
cence may contribute to an increased emphasis on the importance
of behaving according to gender roles, as youths become increas-
ingly aware of larger society and their roles in it (e.g., Hill &
Lynch, 1983). Also, hormonal changes during puberty may trigger
changes in emotion-related neural circuitry differently for boys
and girls, further contributing to gender differences in emotion
expression (e.g., De Bellis et al., 2001). Thus, gender-role-
consistent gender differences in emotion expressions, with girls
showing greater happiness and internalizing emotions and boys
showing greater externalizing emotions, may be strongest in ado-
lescence.

Interpersonal Context

Emotions have been very important to adaptation (Izard, 1977)
because of their sensitivity to variations in situational context.
They alert and prepare us to act to maintain conditions that support
our goals for well-being and to change conditions that threaten our
goals for well-being (Barrett & Campos, 1987). Therefore, it
especially important to consider contextual influences, particularly
the interpersonal context, when evaluating the nature and devel-
opment of gender differences in emotion expression. Consistent
with the social constructionist theoretical model, fewer gender
differences in emotion expression may be found when children are
with someone they trust and know well (such as a parent) than
when children are with an unfamiliar person (e.g., an experi-
menter) or with a peer, because people are more likely to behave
in a “socially acceptable” manner with persons they do not know
well. In addition, gender differences in expression may be less
obvious when children are alone, with no one to communicate to,
than when they are with another person.

Zeman and Garber (1996) found that children were more likely
to report expressing negative emotions (including sadness and
anger) in front of a parent or when alone than when with a peer;
this was because of an expectation that parents would respond to
these emotions with acceptance, whereas peers would respond
with ridicule or rejection. Because children are comfortable ex-
pressing a range of emotions with parents, both girls and boys may
feel free to express positive, externalizing, and internalizing emo-
tions, leading to smaller gender differences in these emotions when
with parents. Supporting this notion, LaFrance et al. (2003) found
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that gender differences in smiling (with women � men) were
smaller when with a familiar person than an unfamiliar person.

Valence of Task

The degree to which gender differences in emotion expression
are found may also be influenced by the type of task in which they
are observed. In laboratory studies, emotion expression is often
assessed in tasks that are designed to elicit positive or negative
states (e.g., winning a game or discussing a conflict) or that are
intended to be neutral (e.g., watching a neutral film clip). In
naturalistic studies, the contexts can also be viewed as eliciting
mostly positive affect (e.g., free play with a parent) or mostly
negative affect (e.g., peer rejection).

The valence of the situation may have an impact on whether
gender differences are found in emotion expression. It has been
proposed that gender differences are more pronounced in uncom-
fortable, negative situations (LaFrance et al., 2003). In these con-
texts, girls may be more likely to display positive emotions and to
minimize expression of anger and other externalizing emotions
because of their tendencies to strive to relieve social tension
(especially with another participant or an experimenter) or to
appear cheerful in spite of tension. This tendency to minimize
interpersonal tension, including through nonverbal emotional ex-
pression, is consistent with female gender roles to be relationship
oriented, to care for others, and to manage emotions in the service
of others (Hochschild, 1983). Consistent with this idea, Hall and
Halberstadt’s (1986) meta-analytic review found that the gender
difference in positive emotion expressions (with females higher
than males) was most pronounced in negative or “uncomfortable”
situations.

Demand Characteristics

Several studies have assessed child emotion expressions in tasks
that investigate whether children are able to alter the expression of
socially undesirable emotions; that is, to mask or modulate nega-
tive feelings. For example, in the disappointment task (e.g., Saarni,
1984), school-age children are given an undesirable gift by an
experimenter. In this situation, the cultural display rule is to smile
politely in front of the gift giver, even if one is disappointed by the
gift. In studies using variations of the disappointment task, girls
have been found to display less negative emotion than boys and to
show more cheeriness than boys when they are in front of the
experimenter (e.g., Cole, 1986; Saarni, 1984). This gender differ-
ence may be explained by (a) girls’ greater propensity for respond-
ing in ways that preserve relationships (e.g., with the experi-
menter), consistent with female gender roles, and (b) girls’
greater skill at modulating facial expressions (Davis, 1995). On
the basis of these findings, we predicted stronger gender dif-
ferences in positive emotion expressions (with girls greater than
boys) and in externalizing emotion expressions (with boys
greater than girls) in those tasks with a demand to hide negative
emotions.

Hypotheses

On the basis of our review of the theoretical and empirical
literature, we were able to form specific hypotheses about the

conditions under which gender differences would be shown in
studies of observed emotion expression. First, we hypothesized
that there would be gender differences in the expression of three
categories of emotions: positive emotions (e.g., happiness), inter-
nalizing negative emotions (e.g., sadness, fear), and externalizing
negative emotions (e.g., anger, contempt). To test this hypothesis,
we selected each of the three emotion categories and tested the
effect size for gender differences against zero. We hypothesized,
consistent with gender role theory (e.g., Brody & Hall, 2008), that
girls would show more positive emotions and internalizing emo-
tions than boys and boys would show more externalizing emotions
than girls. We then followed up this first hypothesis with tests of
gender difference effect sizes for specific emotion expressions in
each category (e.g., sadness, fear, anger).

We also explored gender differences in expressions of general
negative emotions, given that many studies reported on nega-
tive emotion expression but did not differentiate the type of
negative emotion that was observed. We did not have a direc-
tional hypothesis about general negative emotions. Because
they could reflect either externalizing emotion expressions
(which are likely to be higher for boys) or internalizing emotions
(which are likely to be higher for girls), it is possible that negative
emotion expressions could be greater for boys or greater for girls.

Next, we explored at what levels of target moderators (i.e., age,
interpersonal context, valence of task, demand characteristics)
gender differences were found. On the basis of the available
literature, we specified hypotheses regarding the directions of
these effects. For age, consistent with increasing socialization
pressures (and differential maturation of boys and girls) over time,
we proposed that gender-role- consistent gender differences would
be unobserved in infancy, would increase with age, and would be
strongest in adolescence. For interpersonal context, consistent with
theories that pressure to conform to gender roles is strongest when
with an unfamiliar other or with peers, we predicted that the
proposed gender differences in emotion expression (girls greater
than boys in positive and internalizing emotions, boys greater than
girls in externalizing emotions) would be stronger when the child
is with an unfamiliar adult or with peers than when with a parent
or alone. For task valence, consistent with past findings that gender
differences in smiling were strongest in “uncomfortable” situa-
tions, we predicted that gender-role-consistent gender differences
would be stronger in tasks that elicit negative states than in those
that elicit positive or neutral states. For demand characteristics,
consistent with findings that girls are better able (or more moti-
vated) to regulate emotions to meet situational demands, we pre-
dicted that girls would show greater positive emotion and less
externalizing emotion than boys when there was a demand to mask
negative feelings than when there was not such a demand.

Method

Literature Searches

We searched for studies that provided data on observed emotion
expression in the past 32 years (from 1979 to 2010) through
PsycINFO and Medline and also requested unpublished or in-press
data from an emotional development listserve. We searched for
studies that observed emotion expression regardless of whether
gender differences were examined. We chose 1979 as a starting
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point because three major emotion coding systems—the Facial
Action Coding System (FACS; Ekman & Friesen, 1978), the
Maximally Discriminative Facial Movement Coding System
(MAX; Izard, 1979), and Oster’s coding system for infants (Oster,
1978)—were published around that time.

We conducted two searches: one in PsycINFO and a comple-
mentary one in MEDLINE. We conducted searches in both data-
bases in order to be as comprehensive as possible. We conducted
a keyword search for the following terms, specified as subject
headings [sh] and/or as keywords [kw] (for subject headings in
PsycINFO, we further specified them as either “focused” searches
or “auto exploded” searches, ones that search for the subject
heading and related headings): Emotions [sh: focused], Expressed
Emotion [sh: focused], Emotional responses [sh: focused, Psyc-
INFO only], Emotional states [sh: focused, PsycINFO only], Fa-
cial expressions [sh: exploded], Emotion [kw], Happiness [sh:
exploded, mp], Disgust [sh: exploded, kw], Shame [sh: exploded,
kw], or Pride [sh: exploded, kw]. We also considered Sadness,
Fear, Anxiety, and Anger as keywords, but preliminary searching
found that those words resulted primarily in articles that were
already obtained through the other search terms (such as “Emo-
tions”) or in articles on depression, anxiety disorders, or behavior
problems.

We limited the search results to human studies, with children or
adolescents as the empirical population (age zero to 17 years),
journal articles, English language, and publication years 1979–
2010. We did not include book chapters because data presented in
book chapters are often preliminary and are included in later
empirical journal articles. The PsycINFO search resulted in 9,865
records. The MEDLINE search resulted in 5,064 additional
(unique) records. Thus, in total, 14,929 records were searched for
inclusion by the first author. In addition, we received data from
authors in the emotional development listserve for 15 studies (nine
were in-press articles, four were additional data from published
studies, two were articles under review).

The inclusion criteria were that the study method involved
observations of facial, behavioral (i.e., bodily), and/or vocal emo-
tion expressions in samples with a mean age of up to 17 years that
included at least two boys and two girls.

Exclusion criteria consisted of the following:

1. The sample included children with developmental disor-
ders (e.g., Down’s syndrome), as these children may have
distinct emotion expression patterns.

2. The study presented pilot data that were included in
another paper.

3. Emotion expression data were combined with nonemo-
tion behaviors (e.g., attempts to touch caregiver) because
we could not isolate the emotion expression.

4. Emotion expression was measured primarily through ver-
bal statements (e.g., “I feel sad”; Rubin & Hubbard,
2003), as these statements reflect internal emotion expe-
rience rather than emotion expression. However, we re-
tained studies that included verbalizations within a larger
code for facial, vocal, or behavioral (i.e., bodily) expres-
sions of emotion.

5. Positive and negative emotions were included as two
ends of one scale, because we could not determine the
category of emotion (e.g., did a high score reflect high
negative emotion or low positive emotion?).

6. The study used untrained coders (e.g., mothers) and did
not assess interrater reliability. Studies with untrained
coders were included if reliability was assessed and was
acceptable.

7. If the data came from an intervention study, we included
data only at preintervention as emotion expressions may
be altered by interventions.

After we reviewed the articles, 459 met our inclusion criteria
(nine were from listserve members). We examined these studies to
determine whether they included enough information to calculate
gender-difference effect sizes. Of the 459 studies, 114 (25%)
included adequate information. For papers lacking sufficient in-
formation that were conducted in the past 12 years (from 1999 to
2010; N � 209), we requested data from the authors. Authors
provided data for 52 of these studies. As in other meta-analysis
studies (e.g., Else-Quest et al., 2006), data were not requested for
articles published prior to the past 12 years, as these data are
known to be difficult to retrieve. Thus, we included a total of 166
studies (see Table 1 and references marked with an asterisk in the
reference list).

A Description of the Study of Emotion Expression

Notably, the measurement of observed emotion can occur in
several ways, many of which are represented in the articles in-
cluded in this review. First, studies in this review ranged in
whether they measured the frequency, intensity, and/or duration of
emotion expressions. Second, studies ranged in the unit of analysis
from microanalytic second-by-second ratings to global ratings of
emotion expressions across an entire episode. Third, studies
ranged in whether they used a widely established coding system
(such as the FACS system); used facial, vocal, and/or behavioral
cues that were informed more or less by an established system
(e.g., smiling behavior or crying behavior); or, in a few cases, used
a cultural informant approach and allowed coders to simply iden-
tify the occurrence of a particular emotion expression (e.g., Baker,
Haltigan, Brewster, Jaccard, & Messinger, 2010). Fourth, studies
ranged in whether they measured emotion expression in highly
structured tasks (e.g., the infant still-face task) and/or an unstruc-
tured task (e.g., observing a child in the playground at school).

Study Coding

The following information was recorded or coded for each
article. Moderator variables are noted with an asterisk.

1. The number of boys and girls in the sample.
2. Emotion expressions were coded into one of four categories:

Positive (happiness, surprise, positive emotion–unspecified), In-
ternalizing (sadness, fear, anxiety [i.e., a combination of fear and
distress/tension], shame, sympathy/empathic concern, internaliz-
ing negative emotion–unspecified), Externalizing (anger, disgust,
contempt, externalizing negative emotion–unspecified), or Gen-
eral Negative emotion (negative emotion–unspecified, embarrass-
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Table 1
Gender Difference Effect Sizes (Hedges’s g), Participant Numbers for Boys (NB) and Girls (NG), and Moderator Codes for Each
Study, by Emotion Category (Aggregated Data)

Study g NB NG Age Context Valence of task Demand

Positive emotion expressions

Baker et al. (2010) 0.94 9 9 Infant w Parent Pos No
Barry & Kochanska (2010) 0.25 51 51 Infant w Parent Pos/neg No
Barry & Kochanska (2010) 0.03 49 48 Tod/pre w Parent Pos/neg No
Becker-Stoll et al. (2001) �0.74 15 27 Adol w Parent Neg No
Bennett et al. (2002) �0.15 94 80 Infant w Adult Pos No
Bennett et al. (2002) �0.08 87 72 Infant w Adult Neg No
Bennett et al. (2002) 0.18 87 72 Infant w Adult Pos No
Bennett et al. (2002) �0.10 86 71 Infant w Adult Neg No
Berman & Smith (1984) �1.05 64 64 Child w Peer Pos No
Berman & Smith (1984) �0.67 64 64 Child w Peer Neutral No
Bertin & Striano (2006) �0.35 9 9 Infant w Adult Pos No
Bertin & Striano (2006) �0.09 9 9 Infant w Adult Neg No
Bigelow & Walden (2009) 0.33 18 20 Infant w Parent Pos No
Biringen et al. (1995) 0.44 23� 23� Infant w Parent Pos No
Birnbaum & Croll (1984) �0.67 23 20 Tod/pre w Peer Neg No
Bohnert et al. (2003) 0.00 53 34 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Brooker & Buss (2010) �0.27 46 42 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Buss (2011) 0.09 63 48 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Buss (2011) 0.12 63 47 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Buss (2011) 0.20 62 47 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Buss (2011) 0.19 63 48 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Chapell (1997) �0.09 1,043 1,275 Child w Peer Neutral No
Chaplin et al. (2005b) �0.11 36 24 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Chaplin et al. (2005b) 0.23 36 24 Child w Parent Neg No
Cohn & Tronick (1983) �1.77 12 12 Infant w Parent Pos/neg No
Cole (1986) 0.14 10 10 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Cole (1986) �1.87 10 10 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Cole (1986) �0.40 10 10 Tod/pre w Adult Neutral No
Cole (1986) �0.58 10 10 Child w Adult Pos No
Cole (1986) �1.02 10 10 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Cole (1986) �0.49 10 10 Child w Adult Neutral No
Cole, Zahn-Waxler, & Smith (1994) 0.10 49 30 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Cole, Zahn-Waxler, & Smith (1994) 0.15 49 30 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Cole et al. (2003) �0.20 53 32 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Cossette et al. (1996) �0.42 33 33 Infant w Parent Pos No
Cossette et al. (1996) 0.14 33 33 Infant Alone Pos No
Cossette et al. (1996) 0.07 33 33 Infant w Parent Neg No
Cossette et al. (1996) 0.22 33 33 Infant Alone Neg No
Crossman et al. (2009) 0.37 13 12 Infant Alone Neg No
Davis (1995) �0.10 32 31 Child w Adult Pos No
Davis (1995) �0.16 32 31 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Davis et al. (2000) 0.03 74� 77� Adol w Parent Neg No
Dennis et al. (2002) �0.50 34 26 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
Dennis et al. (2002) �0.37 34 26 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Dennis et al. (2009a) �0.24 58 55 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Dennis et al. (2009a) �0.02 58 55 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Dennis et al. (2010) �0.14 37 35 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Dennis et al. (2010) �0.26 37 35 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
DeSantis et al. (2005) �0.01 842 797 Tod/pre w Peer Neutral No
DeSantis et al. (2005) �0.36 102 98 Adol w Peer Neutral No
Dodd et al. (1999) �0.23 296 306 Child Alone Neutral No
Dodd et al. (1999) �0.49 1,652 1,769 Adol Alone Neutral No
Durbin (2010) �0.04 106 92 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Durbin (2010) �0.04 104 88 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Durbin (2010) �0.02 106 92 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Eisenberg, Cumberland, et al. (2001) 0.05 95 118 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Eisenberg et al. (2008) �0.34 62 64 Adol w Parent Neg No
Eisenberg, Losoya, et al. (2001) �0.77 83 86 Child w Adult Pos No
Fabes et al. (1990) 0.14 66 51 Child Alone Neg No
Farris (2000) 0.62 32 32 Infant w Parent Pos No
Farris (2000) �0.19 32 32 Infant w Adult Neg No
Fiamenghi (2007) 0.90 5 4 Infant w Parent Neutral No

(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)

Study g NB NG Age Context Valence of task Demand

Fiamenghi (2007) �0.98 5 4 Infant Alone Neutral No
Flannery et al. (1993) �0.71 44 41 Adol w Parent Pos/neg No
Garner & Power (1996) �0.50 44 38 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Garrett-Peters & Fox (2007) �0.34 15 14 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Garrett-Peters & Fox (2007) �0.06 15 15 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Ghera et al. (2009) 0.18 108 100 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Hayden et al. (2006) �0.10 50 48 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Hayden et al. (2010) �0.10 218 195 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Hestenes et al. (1993) 0.54 26 34 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Holodynski (2004) �0.06 31 29 Child w Adult Pos No
Holodynski (2004) 0.21 31 29 Child Alone Pos No
Hubbard (2001) 0.28 55� 56� Child w Peer Neg No
Izard & Abe (2004) �0.40 24 36 Infant w Parent Neg No
Izard & Abe (2004) 0.28 24 36 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Izard et al. (1995) 0.03 28� 38� Infant w Parent Pos/neg No
Izard et al. (2008) �0.03 33 39 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Jones et al. (2002) �0.44 46� 54� Child w Peer Pos No
Kawakami et al. (2006) �0.27 3 5 Infant Alone Neutral No
Kawakami et al. (2008) �0.06 12 10 Infant Alone Neutral No
Kieras et al. (2005) �0.19 28 34 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Kieras et al. (2005) �0.32 28 34 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Kochanska (2001) 0.41 56 56 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Kochanska (2001) 0.47 56 56 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Kochanska & Coy (2002) 0.45 52 52 Infant w Parent Pos No
Liew et al. (2004) �0.29 40 38 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Litter & Walker (1993) �0.91 16 9 Child w Parent Neutral No
Luby et al. (2009) �0.17 34 36 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Martin et al. (2002) 0.06 35 25 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
Martin et al. (2002) �0.02 35 25 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Matias & Cohn (1993) �1.15 10 10 Infant w Parent Pos/neg No
Messinger et al. (2001) 0.12 8 5 Infant w Parent Pos No
Miller et al. (2002) �0.02 100 125 Infant w Parent Pos No
Miller et al. (2002) 0.04 101 125 Infant w Parent Neg No
Miller et al. (2002) �0.06 101 125 Infant w Parent Neutral No
Miller, Fine, et al. (2006) �0.07 25 35 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Miller, Seifer, et al. (2006) 0.14 58 71 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Moore (2009) 0.12 28 16 Infant w Parent Pos No
Moore (2009) �0.69 28 16 Infant w Parent Neg No
Moore (2009) 0.30 27 16 Infant w Adult Neg No
Moore et al. (2001) 0.01 63 58 Infant w Parent Pos No
Moore et al. (2001) 0.06 60 57 Infant w Parent Neg No
Moore et al. (2009) �0.10 74 73 Infant w Parent Pos No
Moore et al. (2009) �0.14 74 72 Infant w Parent Neg No
Mumme et al. (1996) �0.20 22 23 Infant w Parent Neg No
Mumme et al. (1996) �1.50 22 23 Infant w Parent Pos/neg No
Otta (1998) 0.05 44 35 Tod/pre w Peer Neutral No
Otta (1998) �0.54 94 77 Child w Peer Neutral No
Oveis et al. (2009) 0.00 31 34 Tod/pre w Parent Neutral No
Oveis et al. (2009) 0.10 45 43 Tod/pre Alone Neutral No
Parlade et al. (2009) �0.29 17 20 Infant w Adult Pos No
Parlade et al. (2009) 0.12 10 12 Infant w Parent Neg No
Quas et al. (2000) 0.04 72 57 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Radke-Yarrow et al. (1993) 0.27 21 19 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Reissland & Shepherd (2006) �0.24 38 30 Infant w Parent Pos No
Rockhill et al. (2007) �0.04 81 91 Child w Peer Pos No
Rockhill et al. (2007) 0.47 81 91 Child w Peer Neg No
Saarni (1984) �0.43 7 8 Child w Adult Pos No
Saarni (1984) �0.76 7 8 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Safyer & Hauser (1994) �0.36 37 46 Adol w Adult Neg No
Sallquist et al. (2010) �0.22 112 94 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
Sallquist et al. (2010) �0.21 112 94 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Sallquist et al. (2010) �0.18 89 78 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Sarra & Otta (2001) 0.07 8 11 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Sheeber & Sorenson (1998) �0.35 16 34 Adol w Parent Neg No
Sheeber et al. (1997) �0.15 314 375 Adol w Parent Neg No
Sheeber et al. (2009) �0.10 51 99 Adol w Parent Pos No
Sheeber et al. (2009) 0.06 51 100 Adol w Parent Neg No
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Table 1 (continued)

Study g NB NG Age Context Valence of task Demand

Sheeber et al. (2007) �0.02 84 158 Adol w Parent Neg No
Soussignan & Schaal (1996) �0.63 26 24 Child w Adult Neg No
M. W. Sullivan & Lewis (2003a) 0.15 13 12 Infant Alone Neg No
C. Sullivan et al. (2012) 0.07 38 43 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Underwood et al. (1999) 0.35 198 184 Child w Peer Neg No
Van Beek et al. (2006) �0.56 18 21 Adol w Peer Neutral No
Venezia et al. (2004) �0.24 10 12 Infant w Adult Pos No
Walker et al. (1993) 0.75 15 9 Infant w Parent Neutral No
Walker et al. (1993) �0.10 17 8 Child w Parent Neutral No
Walker et al. (1993) �0.04 13 6 Adol w Parent Neutral No
Weinberg et al. (1999) 0.45 38 43 Infant w Parent Pos No
Weinberg et al. (1999) 0.52 38 43 Infant w Parent Neg No
Weinberg et al. (2006) 0.24 69 64 Infant w Parent Pos No
Weinberg et al. (2008) 0.28 44 50 Infant w Parent Pos No
Weinberg et al. (2008) 0.28 44 50 Infant w Parent Neg No
Zahn-Waxler et al. (1995) �0.03 55 34 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Zimmerman et al. (2001) �0.29 14 26 Adol w Peer Neg No

Internalizing emotion expressions

Alessandri & Lewis (1996) �2.42 21 21 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Baker et al. (2010) �0.57 9 9 Infant w Parent Pos No
Becker-Stoll et al. (2001) 0.02 15 27 Adol w Parent Neg No
Bennett et al. (2002) �0.10 94 80 Infant w Adult Pos No
Bennett et al. (2002) 0.13 87 72 Infant w Adult Neg No
Bennett et al. (2002) �0.02 87 72 Infant w Adult Pos No
Bennett et al. (2002) �0.07 86 71 Infant w Adult Neg No
Berlin & Cassidy (2003) �0.53 46 30 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Bigelow & Walden (2009) �0.49 18 20 Infant w Parent Pos No
Birnbaum & Croll (1984) �0.43 23 20 Tod/pre w Peer Neg No
Bohnert et al. (2003) 0.23 53 34 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Brooker et al. (2012) 0.03 50 47 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
Brooker et al. (2012) 0.05 53 50 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Brooker et al. (2012) �0.06 39 40 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Buss (2011) 0.19 63 48 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Buss (2011) 0.06 63 47 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Buss (2011) 0.16 62 47 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Buss (2011) 0.08 63 48 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Buss & Kiel (2004) 0.52 32 35 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Buss & Kiel (2004) �0.29 31 30 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Buss & Kiel (2004) 0.19 33 35 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Camras et al. (1998) �0.48 35 36 Infant w Adult Neg No
Chaplin et al. (2005a) �0.52 36 24 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Chaplin et al. (2005a) �1.14 36 24 Child w Parent Neg No
Cole, Zahn-Waxler, & Smith (1994) �0.11 49 30 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Cole, Zahn-Waxler, & Smith (1994) 0.16 49 30 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Crossman et al. (2009) �0.21 13 12 Infant Alone Neg No
Davis (1995) �0.45 32 31 Child w Adult Pos No
Davis (1995) �0.61 32 31 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Davis et al. (2000) �0.08 74� 77� Adol w Parent Neg No
Dennis et al. (2009a) �0.08 58 55 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Dennis et al. (2009a) �0.28 58 55 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Dennis et al. (2009b) 0.06 59 57 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Dennis et al. (2009b) 0.25 59 57 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Durbin (2010) �0.02 106 92 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Durbin (2010) 0.02 104 88 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Durbin (2010) �0.03 106 92 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Eisenberg & Fabes (1995) �0.03 41� 35� Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Eisenberg et al. (1990) 0.16 22 31 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Eisenberg et al. (1990) 0.23 22 31 Tod/pre w Adult Neutral No
Eisenberg et al. (1991) 0.05 69 58 Child Alone Neg No
Eisenberg et al. (1992, 1993) 0.02 66 51 Child w Parent Neg No
Eisenberg et al. (1992, 1993) 0.02 63 48 Child Alone Neg No
Eisenberg et al. (1996) �0.13 102 97 Child Alone Neg No
Eisenberg et al. (1996) �0.30 102 97 Child Alone Neutral No
El-Sheikh (2005) �0.30 89 91 Child Alone Neg No
Fabes et al. (1990) 0.11 66 51 Child Alone Neg No

(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)

Study g NB NG Age Context Valence of task Demand

Fabes et al. (1993) 0.07 32 31 Child Alone Neg No
Fabes et al. (1994) 0.25 51 50 Child Alone Neg No
Garrett-Peters & Fox (2007) �0.51 15 14 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Garrett-Peters & Fox (2007) �0.30 15 15 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Gralinski et al. (1995) �0.67 28 31 Adol w Adult Neg No
Gurthrie et al. (1997) �0.02 102 97 Child Alone Neg No
Hanish et al. (2004) 1.00 68 58 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
He et al. (2010) �0.08 82 100 Infant w Parent Neg No
He et al. (2011) 0.00 54 55 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Holodynski (2004) 0.20 31 29 Child Alone Neg No
Hubbard (2001) �0.07 55� 56� Child w Peer Neg No
Izard et al. (1995) 0.17 28� 38� Infant w Parent Pos/neg No
Izard et al. (2008) 0.32 33 39 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Jenkins (2000) �0.19 41 30 Child w Peer Pos No
Jones et al. (2002) �0.62 46� 54� Child w Peer Pos No
Knafo et al. (2008) �0.13 195 196 Infant w Parent Neg No
Knafo et al. (2008) �0.23 195 196 Infant w Adult Neg No
Knafo et al. (2008) �0.16 175 175 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Knafo et al. (2008) �0.11 175 175 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Kochanska (2001) �0.54 56 56 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Kochanska & Coy (2002) �0.50 52 52 Infant w Adult Neg No
Lewis & Ramsay (2002) �0.17 29 31 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Lewis & Ramsay (2002) �0.83 29 31 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Lewis et al. (1989) 0.08 25 19 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Lewis et al. (1989) 0.18 25 19 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Lewis et al. (1989) 0.03 25 19 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Losonczy-Marshall (2008) �0.20 33 49 Infant Alone Neg No
Luby et al. (2009) �0.18 34 36 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Malatesta-Magai et al. (1994) �0.15 10 11 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
McShane & Hastings (2009) �0.23 52 62 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Miller, Fine, et al. (2006) 0.35 25 35 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Miller, Seifer, et al. (2006) �0.09 58 71 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Mills et al. (2008) �0.06 120 89 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Mills et al. (2010) �0.15 128 97 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Radke-Yarrow et al. (1993) �0.53 21 19 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Reissland & Shepherd (2006) 0.11 38 30 Infant w Parent Pos No
Rudolph et al. (2009) �0.01 96 105 Child w Peer Neg No
Saarni (1984) 0.30 7 8 Child w Adult Pos No
Saarni (1984) 0.14 7 8 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Safyer & Hauser (1994) �0.38 37 46 Adol w Adult Neg No
Sheeber & Sorenson (1998) 0.07 16 34 Adol w Parent Neg No
Sheeber et al. (1997) �0.06 314 375 Adol w Parent Neg No
Sheeber et al. (2009) 0.18 51 99 Adol w Parent Pos No
Sheeber et al. (2009) �0.03 51 100 Adol w Parent Neg No
Sheeber et al. (2007) 0.08 84 158 Adol w Parent Neg No
M. W. Sullivan & Lewis (2003a) �0.54 8 8 Infant Alone Neg No
Tromsdorff et al. (2007) �0.28 24 30 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Underwood et al. (1999) �0.31 198 184 Child w Peer Neg No
Vaish et al. (2009) 0.26 8 8 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Vaish et al. (2009) 0.04 8 8 Tod/pre w Adult Neutral No
Valiente et al. (2004) 0.11 85 74 Child Alone Neg No
Valiente et al. (2004) 0.16 85 74 Child Alone Neutral No
Volbrecht et al. (2007) �0.17 112 149 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Weinberg et al. (1999) 0.18 38 43 Infant w Parent Pos No
Weinberg et al. (1999) 0.11 38 43 Infant w Parent Neg No
Whittle et al. (2008) 0.16 74 63 Child w Parent Neg No
Zahn-Waxler et al. (1992) �0.35 178 190 Infant w Parent Neg No
Zahn-Waxler et al. (1992) �0.33 178 190 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Zahn-Waxler et al. (1995) �0.43 55 34 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Zahn-Waxler et al. (1996) �0.18 250� 251� Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Zahn-Waxler, Park, et al. (2008) �0.62 51 31 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Zahn-Waxler, Park, et al. (2008) �0.68 51 31 Child w Adult Neg No
Zimmerman et al. (2001) �0.10 14 26 Adol w Peer Neg No
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Table 1 (continued)

Study g NB NG Age Context Valence of task Demand

Externalizing emotion expressions

Barry & Kochanska (2010) 0.23 50 51 Infant w Parent Neg No
Barry & Kochanska (2010) 0.19 49 48 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Becker-Stoll et al. (2001) 0.09 15 27 Adol w Parent Neg No
Bennett et al. (2002) �0.12 94 80 Infant w Adult Pos No
Bennett et al. (2002) �0.01 87 72 Infant w Adult Neg No
Bennett et al. (2002) �0.02 87 72 Infant w Adult Pos No
Bennett et al. (2002) 0.01 86 71 Infant w Adult Neg No
Birnbaum & Croll (1984) 0.89 23 20 Tod/pre w Peer Neg No
Bohnert et al. (2003) 0.12 53 34 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Brooker et al. (2012) �0.09 50 47 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
Brooker et al. (2012) �0.15 53 50 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Brooker et al. (2012) 0.24 39 40 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Buss (2011) 0.12 63 48 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Buss (2011) 0.11 62 47 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Buss (2011) �0.07 63 48 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Buss & Kiel (2004) 0.21 32 35 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Buss & Kiel (2004) 0.40 33 35 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Chaplin et al. (2009) 0.25 111 114 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Chaplin et al. (2005b) 0.14 36 24 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Chaplin et al. (2005b) �0.09 36 24 Child w Parent Neg No
Cole, Zahn-Waxler, & Smith (1994) 0.31 49 30 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Cole, Zahn-Waxler, & Smith (1994) �0.08 49 30 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Cole et al. (2003) 0.17 53 32 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Crossman et al. (2009) 0.50 13 12 Infant Alone Neg No
Davis et al. (2000) �0.52 74� 77� Adol w Parent Neg No
Dennis (2006) 0.17 59 57 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Dennis (2006) 0.05 59 57 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Dennis et al. (2009a) �0.10 58 55 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Dennis et al. (2009a) 0.33 58 55 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Durbin (2010) 0.12 106 92 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Durbin (2010) 0.20 104 88 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Durbin (2010) 0.18 106 92 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Eisenberg et al. (2008) �0.05 62 64 Adol w Parent Neg No
El-Sheikh (1994) 0.81 19 21 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
El-Sheikh (2005) 0.44 89 91 Child Alone Neg No
Gralinski et al. (1995) �0.40 28 31 Adol w Adult Neg No
Hanish et al. (2004) 0.62 68 58 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
He et al. (2010) 0.02 82 100 Infant w Parent Neg No
He et al. (2011) 0.05 54 55 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Hubbard (2001) 0.52 55� 56� Child w Peer Neg No
Hubbard et al. (2002) 0.19 138 134 Child w Peer Neg No
Izard et al. (1995) 0.12 28� 38� Infant w Parent Pos/neg No
Izard et al. (2008) 0.23 33 39 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Jenkins (2000) 0.05 41 30 Child w Peer Pos No
Jones et al. (2002) 0.43 46� 54� Child w Peer Pos No
Kieras et al. (2005) 0.08 28 34 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Kieras et al. (2005) 0.29 28 34 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Kochanska & Coy (2002) 0.60 52 52 Infant w Parent Pos No
Locke et al. (2009) 0.01 173 181 Child w Adult Pos No
Locke et al. (2009) 0.04 172 185 Child w Adult Neg No
Luby et al. (2009) 0.38 34 36 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Malatesta et al. (1986) �1.01 14 14 Infant w Parent Pos No
Malatesta et al. (1989) �0.59 32 26 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
Miller, Fine, et al. (2006) 0.43 25 35 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Miller, Seifer, et al. (2006) 0.16 58 71 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Mills et al. (2008) 0.13 122 89 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Mills et al. (2010) 0.10 128 97 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Morris et al. (2010) 0.58 20 20 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Morris et al. (2010) 0.16 35 23 Child w Parent Neg No
Radke-Yarrow et al. (1993) 0.45 21 19 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Rudolph et al. (2009) 0.05 96 105 Child w Peer Neg No
Safyer & Hauser (1994) �0.13 37 46 Adol w Adult Neg No
Sheeber & Sorenson (1998) �0.33 16 34 Adol w Parent Neg No
Sheeber et al. (1997) �0.21 314 375 Adol w Parent Neg No
Sheeber et al. (2009) �0.14 51 99 Adol w Parent Pos No
Sheeber et al. (2009) �0.35 51 100 Adol w Parent Neg No

(table continues)
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Table 1 (continued)

Study g NB NG Age Context Valence of task Demand

Sheeber et al. (2007) �0.48 84 158 Adol w Parent Neg No
Snyder et al. (2003) �0.10 138 132 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
Spinrad et al. (2009) 0.63 43 41 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
M. W. Sullivan & Lewis (2003a) �0.42 8 8 Infant Alone Neg No
Weinberg et al. (1999) 0.25 38 43 Infant w Parent Pos No
Weinberg et al. (1999) 0.46 38 43 Infant w Parent Neg No
Whittle et al. (2008) �0.07 74 63 Child w Parent Neg No
Zahn-Waxler et al. (1995) 0.58 51 31 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Zahn-Waxler et al. (1995) �0.26 55 34 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Zahn-Waxler, Park, et al. (2008) �0.06 51 31 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Zahn-Waxler, Park, et al. (2008) �0.05 51 31 Child w Adult Neg No
Zimmerman et al. (2001) �0.35 14 26 Adol w Peer Neg No

Negative emotion expressions

Baker et al. (2010) �0.48 9 9 Infant w Parent Pos No
Bigelow & Walden (2009) �0.19 18 20 Infant w Parent Pos No
Biringen et al. (1995) �0.50 23� 23� Infant w Parent Pos No
Brooker & Buss (2010) 0.26 46 42 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Carlson & Wang (2007) �0.08 25 28 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Cole (1986) 0.73 10 10 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Cole (1986) �0.15 10 10 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Cole (1986) �0.40 10 10 Tod/pre w Adult Neutral No
Cole (1986) �0.31 10 10 Child w Adult Pos No
Cole (1986) �0.14 10 10 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Cole (1986) �0.27 10 10 Child w Adult Neutral No
Cole et al. (1996) 0.07 50 30 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Conradt & Ablow (2010) 0.23 42 53 Infant w Parent Pos No
Cossette et al. (1996) 0.13 33 33 Infant w Parent Pos No
Cossette et al. (1996) �0.23 33 33 Infant Alone Pos No
Cossette et al. (1996) �0.37 33 33 Infant w Parent Neg No
Cossette et al. (1996) �0.01 33 33 Infant Alone Neg No
Crockenberg & Leerkes (2004) 0.11 40� 40� Infant w Parent Neg No
Crockenberg & Leerkes (2004) 0.08 43� 44� Infant Alone Neg No
Crossman et al. (2009) 0.17 13 12 Infant Alone Neg No
Davis (1995) 0.17 32 31 Child w Adult Pos No
Davis (1995) 0.57 32 31 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Dennis et al. (2002) 0.22 34 26 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
Dennis et al. (2002) �0.21 34 26 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Dennis et al. (2010) 0.16 37 35 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Dennis et al. (2010) �0.25 37 35 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Eisenberg & Fabes (1995) 0.29 49� 42� Tod/pre w Peer Neg No
Eisenberg, Fabes, et al. (1998) 0.03 28� 24� Child w Parent Neg No
Eisenberg, Cumberland, et al. (2001) 0.02 95 118 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Eisenberg et al. (2008) �0.36 62 64 Adol w Parent Neg No
Eisenberg et al. (2008) 0.00 62 64 Adol Alone Neg No
Eisenberg et al., 1994) 0.30 45 48 Tod/pre w Peer Neg No
Fabes & Eisenberg (1992) 0.58 33 36 Tod/pre w Peer Neg No
Fabes et al. (1990) �0.25 66 51 Child Alone Neg No
Fabes et al. (1999) �0.18 77 58 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Fabes et al. (2002) 0.11 48 46 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Fiamenghi (2007) �0.35 5 4 Infant w Parent Neutral No
Flannery et al. (1993) �0.09 44 41 Adol w Parent Pos/neg No
Gaertner et al. (2008) 0.10 128 103 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Garrett-Peters & Fox (2007) 0.09 15 14 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Garrett-Peters & Fox (2007) 0.11 15 15 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Gazelle & Druhen (2009) 0.38 66 96 Child w Adult Pos No
Gazelle & Druhen (2009) 0.10 55 88 Child w Adult Neg No
Ghera et al. (2009) �0.18 108 100 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Graziano et al. (2010) 0.25 32 25 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Haley et al. (2006) �0.55 25 19 Infant w Parent Pos No
Haley et al. (2006) �0.51 25 19 Infant w Parent Neg No
Hayden et al. (2006) 0.12 50 48 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Hayden et al. (2010) �0.14 218 195 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Izard & Abe (2004) 0.32 24 36 Infant w Parent Neg No
Izard & Abe (2004) 0.13 24 36 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Izard et al. (1995) 0.02 28� 38� Infant w Parent Pos/neg No
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Table 1 (continued)

Study g NB NG Age Context Valence of task Demand

Kieras et al. (2005) 0.06 28 34 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Kieras et al. (2005) 0.36 28 34 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Kochanska (2001) 0.29 52 52 Tod/pre w Adult Pos/neg No
Lewis & Ramsay (2002) 0.05 29 31 Tod/pre w Adult Pos No
Lewis & Ramsay (2002) 0.12 29 31 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Lewis et al. (1989) �0.56 25 19 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Lewis et al. (1989) �0.29 25 19 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Lewis et al. (1989) �0.05 25 19 Tod/pre Alone Neg No
Lewis et al. (1991) �0.59 25 19 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Liew et al. (2004) 0.41 40 38 Tod/pre w Adult Neg Yes
Malatesta-Magai et al. (1994) �0.08 10 11 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
Malatesta-Magai et al. (1994) 0.79 20 21 Tod/pre w Peer Neg No
Martin et al. (2002) �0.32 35 25 Tod/pre w Parent Pos No
Martin et al. (2002) 0.19 35 25 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Miller et al. (2002) 0.01 100 125 Infant w Parent Pos No
Miller et al. (2002) 0.17 101 125 Infant w Parent Neg No
Miller et al. (2002) 0.16 101 125 Infant w Parent Neutral No
Miller, Fine, et al. (2006) 0.07 25 35 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Miller, Seifer, et al. (2006) 0.02 58 71 Tod/pre w Peer Pos No
Mirabile et al. (2009) �0.41 20 35 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Moore (2009) 0.08 28 16 Infant w Parent Pos No
Moore (2009) 0.49 28 16 Infant w Parent Neg No
Moore (2009) 0.60 27 16 Infant w Adult Neg No
Moore & Calkins (2004) 0.15 43 30 Infant w Parent Pos No
Moore & Calkins (2004) 0.12 43 30 Infant w Parent Neg No
Moore et al. (2009) 0.07 74 73 Infant w Parent Pos No
Moore et al. (2009) 0.26 74 72 Infant w Parent Neg No
Mumme et al. (1996) 0.21 22 23 Infant w Parent Neg No
Mumme et al. (1996) 0.76 22 23 Infant w Parent Pos/neg No
Oveis et al. (2009) �0.02 31 34 Tod/pre w Parent Neutral No
Pauli-Pott & Mertesacker (2009) 0.43 58 43 Infant w Parent Pos No
Quas et al. (2000) �0.05 72 57 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Radke-Yarrow et al. (1993) 0.19 21 19 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Rockhill et al. (2007) 0.31 81 91 Child w Peer Pos No
Rockhill et al. (2007) 0.02 81 91 Child w Peer Neg No
Ross & Karraker (1999) �0.01 22 18 Infant w Parent Pos No
Ross & Karraker (1999) �0.39 22 18 Infant w Parent Neg No
Ross & Karraker (1999) �0.34 22 18 Infant Alone Neg No
Saarni (1984) 0.53 7 8 Child w Adult Pos No
Saarni (1984) 0.60 7 8 Child w Adult Neg Yes
Sheeber & Sorenson (1998) �0.62 16 34 Adol w Parent Neg No
Sheeber et al. (1997) �0.37 314 375 Adol w Parent Neg No
Sheeber et al. (2009) �0.42 51 99 Adol w Parent Pos No
Sheeber et al. (2009) �0.36 51 100 Adol w Parent Neg No
Sheeber et al. (2007) �0.49 84 158 Adol w Parent Neg No
Stifter & Spinrad (2002) 0.05 65 51 Infant w Parent Pos No
Stifter & Spinrad (2002) �0.02 65 51 Infant w Adult Neg No
M. W. Sullivan & Lewis (2003a) 0.17 8 8 Infant Alone Neg No
Tromsdorff et al. (2007) 0.13 24 30 Tod/pre w Adult Neg No
Underwood et al. (1999) 0.26 198 184 Child w Peer Neg No
Volbrecht et al. (2007) 0.08 111 153 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Weinberg et al. (1999) 0.35 38 43 Infant w Parent Pos No
Weinberg et al. (1999) 0.58 38 43 Infant w Parent Neg No
Weinberg et al. (2006) 0.11 69 64 Infant w Parent Pos No
Weinberg et al. (2008) 0.13 44 50 Infant w Parent Pos No
Weinberg et al. (2008) �0.08 44 50 Infant w Parent Neg No
Zahn-Waxler et al. (1992) �0.10 178 190 Infant w Parent Neg No
Zahn-Waxler et al. (1992) �0.28 178 190 Tod/pre w Parent Neg No
Zimmerman et al. (2001) �0.11 45 46 Child w Parent Neg No

Note. Hedges’s g effect sizes and Ns represent aggregated data (values averaged across data points that were within the same level of all moderators).
Age indicates the primary age in the sample. Context refers to interpersonal context, and Demand refers to whether there was a demand to minimize negative
emotion in the task. Tod/pre indicates toddler/preschool; Adol indicates adolescent, w indicates with; Neg indicates negative task valence; Pos indicates
positive task valence; Pos/neg indicates that the task had both positive and negative components.
� Indicates that the Ns for boys and girls were not given for a subsample on which emotion expression data were collected. In these cases, NB and NG were
estimated (based on the percentage of boys/girls in the overall sample). In a few cases, the Ns differed slightly between the data provided by the authors
and the data reported in the paper. When this occurred, we used the Ns from the data provided by the author.
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ment).2 Sympathy was included as an internalizing emotion ex-
pression because it includes mild sadness expression in the context
of seeing another person suffering. Embarrassment was coded as a
general negative emotion because it does not fit clearly as inter-
nalizing or externalizing. We also coded interest, joy at another’s
expense, pride, and overall emotionality, and we examined gender
differences in these four emotion expressions in separate analyses.
We did not code interest, joy at another’s expense, pride, and
overall emotionality as part of one of the emotion categories for
several reasons. First, interest and overall emotionality include
aspects of both positive and negative emotion and therefore do not
fit clearly into an emotion category (with interest expressions
sometimes signaling approach and sometimes signaling response
to challenge or wariness; M. W. Sullivan & Lewis, 2003b). Sec-
ond, joy at another’s expense and pride are positive emotions, yet
they are not focused on maintaining interpersonal harmony (as
with regular happiness) and so did not clearly fit into the positive
emotion category. We intended to examine guilt but did not find
studies that had observed guilt expressions and provided enough
information to calculate effect sizes. Four studies differentiated
happy expressions as either Duchenne (“felt enjoyment”) or non-
Duchenne smiles. The gender effect size was not significantly
different for these two types of happy expressions, Q (1, 5) � .02,
ns, and so they were combined in the analyses.

In order to determine the emotion expression (e.g., anger, hap-
piness) presented in an article, we took two steps. First, we
examined what the article authors said they were coding (e.g.,
anger, happiness). Then, we carefully examined the Method sec-
tion to determine what cues or coding system the authors used to
identify that emotion expression. If they used an established cod-
ing system or if the cues were consistent with established facial,
vocal, or postural cues in the literature (e.g., smiling for happiness,
downturned lip corners for sadness, furrowed brow and lips
pressed or squared off for anger, nose crinkle for disgust), we
coded it as that emotion. If the cues were inconsistent with estab-
lished cues for that emotion expression (e.g., if sadness was coded
when a child yawned), we dropped the article from our analysis.

3. Primary age of the sample was coded as infant (0–17
months), toddler (18 months–2 years), preschool (3–5 years), child
(6–12 years), or adolescent (13–17 years). If the age range for a
sample spanned more than one category, we chose the category
corresponding to the mean age. We combined toddler and pre-
school groups (consistent with other meta-analyses such as Else-
Quest et al., 2006) to reduce the number of levels of this moder-
ator.

4. Primary race of participants (race for greater than 50%) was
recorded. We considered examining race as a moderator, but we
did not have enough variability (for 86% of effect sizes, the
primary race was Caucasian).

5. Primary interpersonal context was coded as with parent, with
non-parental adult (e.g., an experimenter), with peers (including
siblings), or alone. If the child was with more than one person, the
person most directly interacting with the child was coded.

6. Primary type of task was coded as positive (tasks that likely
elicit positive emotion, such as winning a game or playing),
negative (tasks that elicit negative emotion, such as losing a game
or receiving a disappointing gift), or neutral (tasks that elicit
neither positive nor negative emotion, such as watching a film of
a dolphin swimming). In 7 studies, there was no “primary” task

type (half of the task was negative and half was positive). These
studies were excluded from analyses of task effects.

7. The demand characteristics of the task were also coded.
Demand situations were those in which children were in a negative
task but were asked to (or social convention suggested that they
should) change their display of emotion to appear more positive.

8. The means and standard deviations, for boys and girls, for
emotion expression. If these were not available, F, t, r, or �2 values
or frequency data were recorded.

Articles were coded by the first author. Thirty-eight articles
(23%) were double-coded by a trained research assistant and were
checked for interrater reliability for the moderator variables.
Kappa statistics were .91 for age, .79 for emotion, .72 for task
valence, and .71 for interpersonal context (mean � � .81), indi-
cating good reliability.

Effect Size Calculations

In order to parsimoniously reflect differences between girls and
boys in their emotion expressions, we conducted analyses by
calculating an effect size, namely, Hedges’s g. Hedges’s g is
similar to Cohen’s d except that it subtracts 2 from the n in the
calculation of the pooled standard deviation (Rosenthal &
DiMatteo, 2001). To calculate g, we subtracted the scores of girls
from those of boys and divided by the pooled standard deviation.
Therefore, positive effect sizes reflected more emotion expression
by boys than girls and negative effect sizes indicated that girls
showed more emotion than boys. Hedges’s g can be interpreted
using the same conventions as Cohen’s d (Hallion & Ruscio,
2011). Following conventions by Hyde (2005), we labeled effect
sizes of .11–.24 as “small,” .25–.34 as “small to medium,” .35–.64
as “medium,” and .65 and above as “large.” We labeled significant
effect sizes of .08–.10 as “very small.” Although Hyde would label
effect sizes from .08 to .10 as “close to zero,” we labeled them as
“very small” because they were significantly different from zero.
In addition, we calculated the inverse variance weight by using the
sample size in each group and the effect size (Lipsey & Wilson,
2001). This allowed us to adjust for differences in precision in
samples varying in their size (i.e., larger samples are more precise;
Hedges & Olkin, 1985; Hedges & Vevea, 1998; Lipsey & Wilson,
2001).

When studies did not provide raw data to calculate effect sizes
and instead provided statistics (e.g., F ratio, t ratio, r coefficient),
we applied transformation formulas to convert to g (Lipsey &
Wilson, 2001). Similarly, if studies provided frequencies, we cal-
culated the phi coefficient (an r-family metric) and then converted
it to our g-metric statistic. When necessary, we reverse-coded
effect sizes, so that positive scores always reflected that boys
expressed more emotion than girls.

Most studies provided multiple effect sizes, therefore violating
the assumption of independence of meta-analyses (Lipsey & Wil-
son, 2001). We addressed this problem by narrowing our definition
of the construct (Aldao et al., 2010; Augustine & Hemenover,
2009; Thomas, Vartanian, & Brownell, 2009). In particular, we

2 We included studies of discrete emotions (e.g., happiness, sadness,
anger) and also studies of second-order emotions (e.g., anxiety, sympathy)
that may be composed of more than one discrete emotion (see Izard &
Bartlett, 1972).
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defined each combination of study, emotion expression category
(positive, internalizing, externalizing, negative), age, interpersonal
context, task type, and demand characteristics as a construct. We
then averaged effect sizes within each construct to provide one
effect size per construct (Rosenthal & DiMatteo, 2001). In other
words, for each study, we averaged the data that were provided if
they were within the same level of emotion category and of all of
our moderators. So, for example, if one study examined happy
expressions in preschoolers in two tasks designed to elicit positive
emotion with mother, the two effect sizes were averaged to form
one effect size. In contrast, if one study examined happiness and
anger expressions in preschoolers in two tasks designed to elicit
positive emotion with mother, we would have two effect sizes—
one for positive emotion expression (happiness), averaged across
the tasks, and one for externalizing emotion expression (anger),
averaged across the tasks. We chose to average the effect sizes
rather than randomly select one representative effect size in order
to be most inclusive of all data points. For analyses on gender
differences in the specific emotion expressions (e.g., happiness,
sadness, fear), we created another collapsed data set that defined
each combination of study, specific emotion, age, context, task,
and demand as a construct.

Random Effects Models

We assumed that our effect sizes were sampled from a universe
of possible sample sizes. Therefore, we conducted random effects
models, as they assume that effect sizes differ from the population
by sampling error plus random variability among the studies
(Field, 2003; Hedges & Vevea, 1998; Hunter & Schmidt, 1990;
Lipsey & Wilson, 2001; Rosenthal & DiMatteo, 2001). Random
effects models produce larger standard errors, therefore reducing
the probability of Type I errors (for a review of risks resulting
when not using random effects models when appropriate, see
Field, 2003). This conservative approach has been used frequently
in recent meta-analytic reviews (e.g., Aldao et al., 2010; Richard-
son, Abraham, & Bond, 2012). We conducted all analyses in SPSS
19.0 using the macros from Lipsey and Wilson (2001).

Analytical Plan

Main analyses. We tested the first hypothesis, that there
would be gender differences in the three emotion categories (pos-
itive, internalizing, and externalizing), and the exploratory hypoth-
esis regarding gender differences in general negative emotions. To
do this, we evaluated whether the Hedges’s g for each of the four
emotion categories (positive, internalizing, externalizing, and gen-
eral negative) was significantly different from 0 by calculating a z
statistic and testing it against 0 using random effects models. If the
effect was significantly larger than 0, this indicated that boys
expressed more emotion than girls. Conversely, if the effect was
significantly smaller than 0, this indicated that girls expressed
more emotion. Lack of significant differences suggested that boys
and girls did not differ in the expression of that emotion category.
We then tested the effect sizes against zero for each of the specific
emotions that made up the four larger emotion categories and the
specific emotions of interest, joy at another’s expense, pride, and
overall emotionality.

Next, we examined whether there was substantial heterogeneity
for each emotion expression category by calculating the Q statistic

(Hedges & Ollkin, 1985). If the Q statistic was significant, we
proceeded to examine which moderators could account for this
heterogeneity. For each emotion category, we selected cases
within each level of the moderator (e.g., infants, peer context) and
tested the effect sizes against 0.

Additional analyses. In a series of additional analyses, we
examined whether there were differences in the magnitude of
gender differences among the various levels of the moderators, for
each emotion expression category. We tested this by incorporating
the moderators as between-subjects effects in analyses of variance
(ANOVA) for each emotion category. A significant between-
subjects effect indicated that there were differences in the magni-
tude of gender differences in emotion expression depending on the
level of the moderator. These significant main effects were fol-
lowed up with post hoc comparisons. To conduct these, we ran one
ANOVA for each comparison with a Bonferroni adjustment to
control for multiple testing.

Comparing moderators. In order to better understand which
moderators had the strongest effects when controlling for the
effects of the other moderators, we conducted additional regression
analyses including all of the moderator variables in the same
regression model. We did this by running simple multiple regres-
sions (one each for positive, internalizing, externalizing, and neg-
ative emotion expression categories), treating each effect size as a
data point without weighting by sample size. We dummy coded
each of the moderators (age, interpersonal context, task valence,
and demand characteristics) and entered them as predictor vari-
ables.

Results

The analyses on the emotion expression categories involved 445
effect sizes and 21,709 participants (10,856 boys) from a total of
164 studies. The analyses on the specific emotion expressions
(e.g., sadness, anxiety) involved 555 effect sizes from 166 studies.

Hypothesis 1: Gender Differences in Each Emotion
Expression Category and in Specific Emotion
Expressions

Positive emotion expressions. As shown in Table 2, there
was a significant, yet very small mean effect size (g) for positive
emotions of –.08, indicating greater positive emotion expression
for girls than boys. The Q statistic was significant, Q (145) �
451.85, p � .0001, suggesting substantial heterogeneity. For the
specific emotion expressions within the positive emotion category,
only positive emotion–unspecified showed a significant (small)
effect size with girls showing more emotion than boys.

Internalizing negative emotion expressions. There was a
significant, yet very small mean effect size (g) for internalizing
emotions of –.10, indicating greater internalizing emotion expres-
sions for girls than boys. The Q statistic was significant, Q (109) �
231.63, p � .0001, indicating substantial heterogeneity. For the
specific emotion expressions within the internalizing emotion cat-
egory, fear and sympathy expressions showed significant very
small to small effect sizes and shame showed a significant medium
effect size, with girls showing more emotion than boys.

Externalizing negative emotion expressions. There was a
significant, yet very small mean effect size (g) for externalizing
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emotions of .09, indicating greater externalizing emotion expres-
sions for boys than girls. The Q statistic was significant, Q (77) �
161.76, p � .0001, suggesting substantial heterogeneity. In terms
of specific emotion expressions in the externalizing emotion cat-
egory, anger expressions showed a significant very small effect
size with boys higher than girls. Unexpectedly, contempt expres-
sions showed a significant small to medium effect size with girls
showing higher contempt than boys.

General negative emotion expressions. The effect size for
general negative emotions was not significant, indicating no sig-
nificant differences between boys and girls in the expression of
general negative emotions. The Q statistic was significant,
Q (110) � 192.50, p � .0001, indicating substantial heterogeneity.
Neither of the emotion expressions included in the general nega-
tive emotion category showed significant effect sizes.

Other emotion expressions. Expressions of joy at another’s
expense showed a significant small to medium mean effect size
favoring boys. Interest expressions showed a significant small
effect size, with girls higher than boys. Effect sizes for gender
differences in pride and overall emotion expressions were not
significant.

Hypothesis 2: Gender Differences in Each Emotion
Expression Category by Moderators

Given that all four emotion categories were characterized by
substantial heterogeneity, we proceeded with moderation analyses
to examine potential sources of this variability. Mean effect sizes

for gender differences in each emotion expression category (pos-
itive, internalizing, externalizing, general negative) by age, inter-
personal context, type of task, and demand characteristics of task
are summarized in Table 3 and below.

Age effects. For positive emotion expressions, consistent with
hypotheses, gender differences were not present in infancy and the
toddler/preschool period, but significant small and small to me-
dium effect sizes emerged in the childhood age group (mean g �
–.20, girls � boys) and remained in adolescence (mean g � –.28,
girls � boys; see Table 3). For internalizing emotion expressions,
there were significant small-magnitude effect sizes in infancy
through childhood age groups (for infancy, mean g � –.14; for
preschool/toddler, mean g � –.09; for childhood, mean g � –.12,
girls � boys) but not in the adolescent age group. For externalizing
emotion expressions, gender differences were not present in in-
fancy, but significant positive small effect sizes emerged in the
toddler/preschool age group (mean g � .17, boys � girls) and
remained in the childhood age group (mean g � .13, boys � girls).
Unexpectedly, there was a significant negative (girls � boys)
small to medium effect size for externalizing emotion expressions
in adolescents (mean g � –.27). Similarly, for general negative
emotion expressions, there was a significant small-magnitude pos-
itive (boys � girls) effect size in the childhood age group (mean
g � .14), and a significant negative (girls � boys) medium effect
size emerged in the adolescent group (mean g � –.35). This
pattern of findings suggests that gender differences in externaliz-
ing and negative emotion expressions (with boys � girls) emerged

Table 2
Mean Hedges’s g Effect Sizes, 95% Confidence Intervals (CI), and Number of Effect Sizes (k)
by Emotion

Category and emotion g

95% CI

kLL UL

Positive composite �.08�� �0.14 �0.03 146
Happiness �.05 �0.12 0.02 90
Surprise �.03 �0.13 0.08 13
Positive, not specified �.15�� �0.24 �0.06 64

Internalizing composite �.10��� �0.16 �0.05 110
Sadness �.06 �0.12 0.004 69
Fear �.10�� �0.17 �0.03 24
Anxiety �.01 �0.09 0.07 33
Shame �.56� �1.01 �0.11 6
Sympathy �.13�� �0.22 �0.04 17
Internalizing, not specified �.04 �0.42 0.35 7

Externalizing composite .09�� 0.03 0.15 78
Anger .10�� 0.03 0.16 77
Contempt �.26� �0.49 �0.04 3
Disgust �.02 �0.15 0.11 8

General negative composite .03 �0.03 0.08 111
Negative, not specified .04 �0.02 0.09 105
Embarrassment �.19 �0.43 0.06 6

Other emotions
Pride .42 �0.56 1.41 3
Joy at another’s expense .29� 0.06 0.51 4
Interest �.16� �0.29 �0.02 19
Overall emotionality �.12 �0.54 0.31 4

Note. Positive gs indicate boys � girls and negative gs indicate girls � boys. Significance is derived from
testing the mean effect size against zero. There were zero effect sizes for externalizing emotion, not specified.
Mean gs, CIs, and p values were obtained from random effects models. LL � lower limit; UL � upper limit.
� p � .05. �� p � .01. ��� p � .001.
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Table 3
Mean Hedges’s g Effect Sizes, 95% Confidence Intervals (CI), and Number of Effect Sizes (k) for Emotion Categories by Level of
Each Moderator

Emotion category

Age

Infant Toddler/preschool Child Adolescent

Positive .02 �.04 �.20�� �.28���

CI � �.09, .12 CI � �.10, .02 CI � �.35, �.06 CI � �.42, �.13
(k � 50) (k � 53) (k � 28) (k � 15)

Internalizing �.14�� �.09� �.12� �.06
CI � �.23, �.05 CI � �.18, .003 CI � �.23, �.01 CI � �.17, .06

(k � 19) (k � 54) (k � 27) (k � 10)
Externalizing .09 .17���� .13� �.27����

CI � �.07, .25 CI � .09, .24 CI � .03, .24 CI � �.36, �.17
(k � 13) (k � 41) (k � 13) (k � 11)

Negative .08 .03 .14�� �.35����

CI � �.002, .15 CI � �.05, .11 CI � .04, .24 CI � �.45, �.24
(k � 41) (k � 45) (k � 17) (k � 8)

Interpersonal context

Emotion category With parents With adult With peer(s) Alone

Positive �.05 �.12�� �.12 �.02
CI � �.13, .04 CI � �.20, �.03 CI � �.26, .02 CI � �.20, .16

(k � 59) (k � 49) (k � 21) (k � 17)
Internalizing �.12� �.16���� �.03 �.03

CI � �.22, �.01 CI � �.24, �.08 CI � �.27, .21 CI � �.10, .05
(k � 34) (k � 41) (k � 12) (k � 23)

Externalizing .01 .05 .29��� .28���

CI � �.10, .12 CI � �.02, .11 CI � .13, .44 CI � .14, .42
(k � 32) (k � 25) (k � 11) (k � 10)

Negative �.03 .08 .19�� �.06
CI � �.11, .05 CI � �.01, .17 CI � .06, .33 CI � �.20, .08

(k � 55) (k � 33) (k � 11) (k � 12)

Valence of task

Emotion category Positive task Negative task Neutral task

Positive �.02 �.04 �.23��

CI � �.12, .07 CI � �.11, .02 CI � �.37, �.08
(k � 49) (k � 68) (k � 22)

Internalizing .001 �.13���� �.02
CI � �.16, .16 CI � �.19, �.07 CI � �.34, .30

(k � 21) (k � 84) (k � 4)
Externalizing .08 .09� N/A

CI � �.05, .21 CI � .02, .16 N/A
(k � 19) (k � 58) (k � 0)

Negative .04 .01 .05
CI � �.04, .13 CI � �.06, .09 CI � �.16, .27

(k � 34) (k � 68) (k � 5)

Demand to change emotion

Emotion category Non-demand task Demand task

Positive �.07� �.27�

CI � �.13, �.01 CI � �.50, �.05
(k � 134) (k � 12)

Internalizing �.10��� �.13
CI � �.16, �.05 CI � �.46, .20

(k � 104) (k � 6)
Externalizing .09�� .10

CI � .03, .15 CI � �.16, .37
(k � 75) (k � 3)

Negative .01 .17�

CI � �.04, .07 CI � .004, .33
(k � 101) (k � 10)

Note. Positive gs indicate boys � girls and negative gs indicate girls � boys. Significance is derived from testing the mean effect size against zero. N/A
indicates too few studies to calculate mean effect size. Mean gs, CIs, and p values were obtained from random effects models.
� p � .05. �� p � .01. ��� p � .001. ���� p � .0001.
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in the toddler/preschool or childhood age period and then changed
direction (to become girls � boys) in adolescence.

Although the previous analyses indicated that effect sizes were
significantly different from zero for some age groups, we also
conducted a series of more conservative analyses to determine
whether the four age groups differed from one another in their
effect sizes. We did this by testing the main effect of age in
ANOVA analyses for each emotion.

In these analyses, the main effect of age was significant for
positive, Q(3, 142) � 14.62, p � .01; externalizing, Q(3, 74) �
42.89, p � .0001; and general negative emotion expressions, Q(3,
107) � 38.96, p � .0001. The main effect of age was not signif-
icant for internalizing emotion expressions. Follow-up compari-
sons for positive emotion expressions (with Bonferroni-adjusted
critical value of .008) showed significant differences in the
strength of effect sizes between the adolescent and infant groups,
Q(1, 63) � 12.37, p � .001, and the adolescent and toddler/
preschool groups, Q(1, 66) � 14.50, p � .001, with greater gender
differences (girls � boys) in the adolescent group than the other
groups. Follow-up comparisons for externalizing emotion expres-
sions showed significant differences in the strength of effect sizes
between the adolescent and infant groups, Q(1, 22) � 19.55, p �
.0001; the adolescent and toddler/preschool groups, Q(1, 50) �
43.18, p � .0001; and the adolescent and child groups, Q(1, 22) �
31.10, p � .0001, with negative (girls � boys) effect sizes in the
adolescent groups and positive (boys � girls) effect sizes in the
other groups. Follow-up comparisons for general negative emotion
expressions showed significant differences between the adolescent
and infant groups, Q(1, 47) � 47.17, p � .0001; the adolescent and
toddler/preschool groups, Q(1, 51) � 23.04, p � .0001; and the
adolescent and child groups, Q(1, 23) � 49.28, p � .0001, with
negative (girls � boys) effect sizes in the adolescent groups and
positive (boys � girls) effect sizes in the other groups. This
indicated that the main effect of age on gender differences in
emotion expressions might be driven by a developmental transi-
tion, with (a) girls showing greater positive emotion than boys by
adolescence and (b) boys showing more externalizing and negative
emotions than girls prior to adolescence but girls showing greater
externalizing and negative emotions than boys in adolescence.

Interpersonal context effects. For positive and internalizing
emotion expression categories, significant small-magnitude effect
sizes were found with a nonparental adult (for positive, mean g �
–.12; for internalizing, mean g � –.16, girls � boys) but not with
peers or when alone. Also, for internalizing emotion expressions,
a significant small-magnitude effect size was found with parents
(mean g � –.12, girls � boys). For externalizing and general
negative emotion expressions, significant small to medium and
small effect sizes were found in the peer context (for externalizing,
mean g � .29; for negative, mean g � .19, boys � girls) but not
in the parental or nonparental adult contexts. Additionally, a sig-
nificant small to medium effect size was found for externalizing
emotion expressions when alone (mean g � .28, boys � girls). In
sum, as predicted, gender differences were mostly larger when
children were with unfamiliar adults (for internalizing emotions)
or with peers (for externalizing and negative emotions) than when
they were with parents. Unexpectedly, the gender difference was
also present for externalizing emotion expressions when alone.

In the additional ANOVA analyses, the main effect of interper-
sonal context was significant for externalizing, Q(3, 74) � 17.17,

p � .001, and negative emotion expressions, Q(3, 107) � 10.83,
p � .05, but not for positive or internalizing expressions.
Follow-up Bonferroni-corrected comparisons for externalizing ex-
pressions showed significant differences in effect sizes between
the peer and parent contexts, Q(1, 41) � 7.15, p � .008, and
between the peer and nonparental adult contexts, Q(1, 34) �
10.73, p � .008, with larger gender differences (boys � girls) in
the peer than the parent and unfamiliar adult contexts. In addition,
there were significant differences in effect sizes between the alone
and nonparental adult contexts, Q(1, 33) � 9.24, p � .008, with
stronger gender differences in externalizing emotion expressions
(boys � girls) when alone than when with unfamiliar adults. For
negative emotion expressions, follow-up comparisons showed a
significant difference in effect sizes between the peer and alone
contexts, Q(1, 21) � 7.80, p � .008, with stronger gender differ-
ences (boys � girls) in the peer than the alone contexts.

Valence of task. As shown in Table 3, for internalizing and
externalizing emotion expressions, there were very small to
small magnitude significant effect sizes for the negative tasks
(for internalizing emotions, mean g � –.13, girls � boys; for
externalizing emotions, mean g � .09, boys � girls) but no
significant effect sizes for the positive or neutral tasks. For the
positive emotion category, the mean effect size was significant
for the neutral task only (mean g � –.23, small magnitude). For
negative emotion expressions, the effect sizes for different task
types did not reach significance. As hypothesized, gender-role-
consistent gender differences in emotion expression were most
pronounced in tasks designed to elicit negative emotions, at
least for internalizing and externalizing emotions. Unexpect-
edly, gender differences in positive emotion expressions were
largest in neutral tasks.

In the additional ANOVA analyses comparing across the task
types, the main effect of valence of task was significant only for
positive emotion expressions, with Q(2, 136) � 6.90, p � .05.
Follow-up comparisons showed a significant difference in ef-
fect sizes between the negative and neutral tasks, Q(1, 88) �
7.53, p � .008, with stronger gender differences (girls � boys)
in the neutral than the negative tasks.

Demand characteristics. As shown in Table 3, the effect
size for the positive emotion expression category was signifi-
cant and of very small magnitude in nondemand tasks (mean
g � –.07, girls � boys) and was significant and of small to
medium magnitude in studies with a demand that children mask
their negative emotions (mean g � –.27, girls � boys). For
negative emotion expressions, the effect size for nondemand
tasks was not significant, but the effect size was significant and
of small magnitude for demand tasks (g � .17, boys � girls).
For internalizing and externalizing emotion expressions, there
were significant very small effect sizes for nondemand studies
(for internalizing, g � –.10, girls � boys; for externalizing, g �
.09, boys � girls) but no significant effect sizes for demand
studies. Overall, as predicted, gender-role-consistent gender
differences in positive and general negative emotion expres-
sions were stronger in demand situations. This prediction did
not hold true for internalizing and externalizing emotion ex-
pressions. In the additional ANOVA analyses, the main effect
of demand characteristics was not significant.
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Comparing the Relative Contribution of the
Moderators

Regression analyses that included all of the moderators in one
model were conducted to test the relative contribution of each
moderator to gender differences in emotion expressions. For the
positive emotion expression category, only age remained as a
significant predictor (� � .29, p � .001 for infant vs. adolescent).
For internalizing emotion expressions, task valence and interper-
sonal context remained significant (� � .23, p � .05 for positive
vs. negative task; � � –.24, p � .05 for parent vs. alone context).
For externalizing emotion expressions, age and context remained
significant predictors (� � .56, p � .0001 for infant vs. adolescent;
� � –.27, p � .01 for parent vs. peer context). For negative
emotion expressions, age and context remained significant (� �
.25, p � .05 for infant vs. toddler/preschool; � � .51, p � .0001
for infant vs. adolescent; � � –.30, p � .01 for parent vs. peer
context).

Publication Bias

Meta-analyses are susceptible to the so-called file drawer
problem (Rosenthal, 1979), by which published studies are
more likely to be those that have found significant effects than
those that have not. We sought to address this issue by includ-
ing studies that examined emotion expression regardless of
whether they focused on gender differences. However, this did
not preclude the possibility that a substantial number of studies
with null findings were excluded. We therefore proceeded to
empirically examine the presence of publication bias in several
ways. First, as shown in Figures 1a–1d, we created funnel plots
for each emotion expression category, in which we plotted a
measure of precision (1/standard error) by the effect sizes
(Rothstein, 2008). In this type of graph, larger studies (i.e.,
higher precision) appear at the top and smaller studies (lower
precision) appear at the bottom. When the plot has a funnel
shape, this suggests that, as the sample size increased, the

Figure 1. (a) Funnel plot for positive emotion expressions. (b) Funnel plot for internalizing emotion expres-
sions. (c) Funnel plot for externalizing emotion expressions. (d) Funnel plot for general negative emotion
expressions.
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studies converged more closely around the true mean. This, in
turn, is interpreted as suggesting that publication bias is un-
likely to have exerted an influence on the results. On the other
hand, a lack of funnel shape suggests the presence of publica-
tion bias (Rothstein, 2008). As shown in Figures 1a–1d, our
plots generally had funnel shapes, indicating that publication
bias was unlikely to have influenced our findings.

Second, because of the subjective nature of visual inspection of
the funnel plot, we calculated Kendall’s tau (Begg & Mazumdar,
1994; Rothstein, 2008), which measures the association between
the standard error (i.e., precision) and effect sizes. When there is
asymmetry in the funnel plot (i.e., publication bias), this correla-
tion tends to be significant, such that higher standard errors (i.e.,
smaller studies) are associated with larger effect sizes. Conversely,
a lack of significant association provides evidence against the
presence of publication bias. Indeed, in this meta-analysis, the
Kendall’s tau values were nonsignificant (for positive emotion
expression, �b � –.10, ns; for internalizing, �b � –.02, ns; for
externalizing, �b � .12, ns; for general negative, �b � –.01, ns),
therefore providing quantitative evidence supporting our visual
interpretation of the funnel plot.

Third, we calculated fail-safe N to estimate the number of
studies with a null finding that would be required in order for the
significant effects we found to become nonsignificant (i.e., under
a mean effect size of .05 in this sample). Because our effect sizes
consisted of standardized mean differences, we used Orwin’s
procedure (1983; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). We would need 146
more positive, 109 more internalizing, and 62.4 externalizing
effect sizes, or about twice as many effect sizes as are in the
present meta-analysis. Because the effect size for general negative
emotion expression was nonsignificant, we did not calculate the
number of studies that would be required for it to become nonsig-
nificant.

Discussion

The present study constitutes a much-needed empirical review
of gender differences in various types of observed emotion expres-
sions from infancy through adolescence. We found evidence for
significant but very small gender-role-consistent gender differ-
ences overall, with girls expressing more positive emotions (g �
–.08) and more internalizing negative emotions such as sadness
and anxiety (g � –.10) than boys and boys expressing more
externalizing emotions such as anger than girls (g � .09). Impor-
tantly, we found that the magnitude of these very small gender
differences changed (becoming larger or smaller) depending on
contextual factors, including age (particularly for positive, exter-
nalizing, and negative emotion expressions), interpersonal context
(particularly for internalizing, externalizing and negative emotion
expressions), and task type (particularly for internalizing emotion
expressions). For example, gender differences in positive, exter-
nalizing, and general negative emotion expressions were not pres-
ent in infancy but were of small to medium magnitude in middle
childhood and adolescence (with gs ranging from .13 to .35). As
another example, gender differences in the expression of external-
izing emotions (with boys � girls) were virtually nonexistent
when with parents (g � .01) but were of small to medium mag-
nitude with peers (g � .29) and when alone (g � .28). Thus, we
found very small gender differences overall, but larger gender

differences were evident upon closer examination depending on
contextual factors.

Contextual View of Emotion Expressions

As noted above, the findings suggest that gender differences in
expressions of emotion may not be static and fixed traits of
individuals but behaviors that are dependent on complex transac-
tions with the environment, consistent with social constructionist
theories of gender differences (West & Zimmerman, 1987). This
viewpoint is also consistent with functional theories of emotions,
in particular with recent work on emotion regulation suggesting
that the ability to modulate the expression of emotions flexibly to
meet the demands of different contexts is associated with emo-
tional well-being and is a protective factor against the development
of psychopathology following stress (e.g., Bonanno, Papa, La-
lande, Westphal, & Coifman, 2004; Cole, Martin, & Dennis, 2004;
Cole, Michel, & Teti, 1994; Westphal, Seivert, & Bonanno, 2010,
for a review, see Aldao, in press). Although we did not assess for
intentional emotion regulation, these context-based differences
suggest that girls and boys may modulate expressions of emotion
differently depending on situational context.

Age

As predicted, gender differences were not found in infancy for
positive, externalizing, and general negative emotion expressions
(although they were found for internalizing emotion expressions),
but they emerged by the toddler/preschool period (for externaliz-
ing emotion expressions) and in childhood (for general negative
and positive emotion expressions). The emergence of gender dif-
ferences in these emotion expressions after infancy may suggest
that these gender differences are not innate but rather are social-
ized. Furthermore, the findings suggest that this socialization ef-
fect appears earlier for externalizing than for positive or general
negative emotion expressions. However, the lack of gender differ-
ences in infancy does not necessarily mean that there are not
biological roots for later gender differences in emotion. For ex-
ample, Buck (1984) and others have argued that girls show a
potentially biologically based advantage in language and self-
regulation abilities that unfold over time with development. These
differences may lead girls to decrease displays of anger and other
externalizing emotions and increase displays of positive emotions
by the preschool and childhood age periods, leading to the gender
differences in externalizing and positive emotion expressions at
those times. In addition, we did find a significant effect size for
internalizing emotion expressions (with girls greater than boys) in
infancy, which may further suggest that gender differences in some
emotion expressions may begin quite early and may either be
innate or be due to very early socialization responses of caregivers.

Notably with regard to infant emotion expressions, even though
proponents of differential emotions theory (see Izard & Malatesta,
1987; Izard, Woodburn, & Finlon, 2010) have long argued that
infants’ facial expressions correspond to discrete emotion states,
some theorists have recently suggested that some facial expres-
sions by infants may not correspond to discrete emotion states
(Camras & Shutter, 2010). Although there is still controversy, and
we do not know for certain whether or not infant expressions
reflect discrete emotion states, it is important to note, for example,
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that the gender difference found in infancy for internalizing emo-
tion expressions may not reflect gender differences in the internal
experience of internalizing emotions per se but instead may reflect
differences in negative emotions more generally or differences in
some other nonemotional state.

In terms of our findings for adolescents, contrary to prediction,
we found that gender differences in many of the emotion expres-
sions either diminished (for internalizing emotion expressions) or
reversed direction (for externalizing and negative emotion expres-
sions) in adolescence (although gender differences were strong for
positive emotion expressions at this age). It is possible that the
many changes of adolescence, including physiological (e.g., pu-
berty) and social (e.g., at school and in the peer group), bring about
an increase in internalizing emotion expressions for both boys and
girls, attenuating gender differences for this emotion category. The
finding that girls begin to express more externalizing emotions
than boys in adolescence may reflect a trend for girls to be more
expressive than boys of emotions overall as they reach adoles-
cence. It may also reflect a recent change in gender roles for
adolescent girls. For example, Brown (1999) has argued that anger
and other externalizing emotion expressions have become more
common among adolescent girls in recent years. These findings
clearly call for longitudinal research that examines developmental
changes in emotion expression patterns from middle childhood
into adolescence to better understand this transition.

Interpersonal Context

Gender differences in emotion were also moderated by inter-
personal context. Consistent with hypotheses, gender differences
typically did not emerge when children were observed with a
parent (except for internalizing emotion expressions). Moreover,
as expected, very small to small, yet significant, effect sizes
emerged for positive and internalizing emotion expressions when
children were with an unfamiliar adult, and significant small and
small to medium effect sizes emerged for negative and external-
izing emotion expressions when children were with peers.

With parents, at least among children who are not in high-risk
conditions, children may feel free to express a full range of
emotions, including gender-role-inconsistent emotions (Zeman &
Garber, 1996). This freedom to express any emotions would then
lead to smaller gender differences in emotion expressions. How-
ever, when interacting with individuals whom children do not
know as well, children may regulate their emotion expressions to
conform to societal gender roles (LaFrance et al., 2003), leading to
greater gender differences in emotion expressions. For externaliz-
ing and general negative emotions, this regulation may be stron-
gest when interacting with peers. Boys may be more inclined than
girls to express anger-related emotions with peers as part of their
greater tendency to engage in rough-and-tumble play (Rose &
Rudolph, 2006). Positive and internalizing emotion expressions,
which are more common for girls, show the largest gender differ-
ences in the presence of an unfamiliar adult. Girls’ more frequent
displays of positive emotions may reflect their propensity to en-
gage new persons socially, to foster interpersonal harmony, and to
appease adults. This is consistent with Hall and Halberstadt’s
(1986) theory that girls and women often smile as a way to ease
social tension and relieve another’s discomfort.

Unexpectedly, significant small to medium-sized gender differ-
ences in externalizing emotion expressions (but not in the other
emotion categories) were found in conditions when children were
alone. In this context, there should not be social pressure to
regulate emotion expression according to gender roles, and so
there should be smaller gender differences in emotion expression.
The gender difference in externalizing emotion expressions (with
boys � girls) when alone could reflect a tendency for boys to
experience more externalizing emotions than girls. Then boys,
who may feel high levels of externalizing emotions, may actively
reduce their externalizing emotion displays when in front of un-
familiar adults in order to appear self-controlled and impassive in
front of adults. This would be consistent with Buck’s (1977)
findings that boys begin to minimize their displays of emotions as
they are socialized to adhere to gender roles to appear self-
controlled. If true, this would suggest that boys may indeed have
good regulatory abilities for externalizing emotions.

An alternate explanation for our findings could be that girls’
experience in reducing anger and other externalizing emotion
expressions when with peers and nonparental adults, at least prior
to adolescence, carries over to situations when girls are alone. This
leads to gender differences in the alone context, with girls lower
than boys in externalizing expressions. This would be consistent
with Cole, Zahn-Waxler, and Smith’s (1994) finding that at-risk
girls (but not boys) suppressed displays of disappointment both
when in front of an experimenter who just gave them a disappoint-
ing gift and after the experimenter left and they were alone. It
would be of interest for future studies to disentangle gender
differences in internal feelings versus outward expressions of
emotion in different contexts.

Valence of Task

Consistent with hypotheses, significant very small to small
gender differences were found for internalizing and externalizing
emotion expressions in tasks that were designed to elicit negative
emotions. Negative tasks may elicit greater amounts of sadness,
fear, anger, and other internalizing and externalizing emotions,
resulting in a greater range and greater ability to detect gender
differences. This suggests that researchers interested in gender
differences in internalizing and externalizing emotion expressions
may wish to use tasks that are designed to elicit negative emotion.
Unexpectedly and contrary to past meta-analytic findings (Hall &
Halberstadt, 1986), significant gender differences in positive emo-
tion expressions were found only in neutral tasks. This suggests
that positive and negative tasks may not elicit gender differences
for joy and other positive emotion expressions, and instead these
are found in neutral tasks. Future research should examine the
influence of task structure and social roles in gender differences in
child emotion expression.

Demand to Change Emotion

Effect sizes for positive emotion expressions (with girls greater
than boys) and general negative emotion expressions (with girls
lower than boys) were larger in situations with a demand to
minimize or mask negative emotion (g � –.27 for positive emo-
tion; g � .17 for negative emotion) than in situations without this
demand (g � –.07 for positive; g � .01 for negative). This pattern
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of findings suggests that girls are more likely than boys to mask
their negative emotions with displays of (presumably unfelt)
cheeriness when there is a social demand to do so, such as when
receiving a disappointing gift from an experimenter, consistent
with several studies on the disappointment task (which were in-
cluded in this meta-analysis; Cole, 1986; Cole, Zahn-Waxler, &
Smith, 1994; Davis, 1995; Saarni, 1984). This may suggest that
girls are better at regulating emotion to meet social demands
and/or that they are more motivated than boys to cover up negative
emotions with positive emotions in order to protect another’s
feelings, consistent with the female gender role to be relationally
oriented and caring (Davis, 1995). However, we must be cautious
in drawing conclusions from these findings, given that this pattern
was found only for positive and general negative emotion expres-
sions and not for internalizing and externalizing emotion expres-
sions and given that the demand characteristics moderator did not
contribute significantly to the prediction of gender differences
when controlling for the other moderators.

The Role of Specific Emotions

In addition to emotions depending on situational factors, neither
all positive emotions nor all internalizing or externalizing emo-
tions are the same. A more nuanced view of gender differences in
emotion expression requires attention to each specific emotion.
Therefore, we examined gender differences in the specific emotion
expressions that composed each emotion expression category. We
found very small to small magnitude effect sizes favoring girls for
all of the specific emotion expressions in the positive emotion
category (happiness, surprise, and positive emotion–unspecified),
although the only effect size that reached significance was for
positive emotion–unspecified (g � –.15). Of the internalizing
emotion expressions, all were in the direction of girls greater than
boys, with two (fear and sympathy) showing significant very small
to small effect sizes (gs � –.10, –.13) and one (shame) showing a
significant medium effect size (g � –.56). Notably, the effect size
for shame was the largest effect size found in the current meta-
analysis. That most of the specific positive and internalizing emo-
tion expressions showed similar patterns of gender differences
may suggest that the specific emotions within each emotion cate-
gory, although they have unique functions (Barrett & Campos,
1987; Izard, 1977), share similar gender-role-influenced display
rules.

It is notable that shame had the largest gender difference effect
size, given theories that females experience and express greater
shame than males (Ferguson & Eyre, 2000). One recent meta-
analysis of self-reported experience of self-conscious emotions
found that females reported significantly higher levels of shame
and guilt than males starting in adolescence (for adolescents, d �
–0.33 for shame and d � –0.38 for guilt). Thus, girls may both
express and experience higher shame than boys. Notably, shame is
an emotion that occurs when one perceives that the self is inade-
quate in some way, and expressions of shame may be an attempt
to conform to the female gender role in western society to be meek
and self-effacing (H. B. Lewis, 1971; M. Lewis, 2000; Tangney,
1993). Excessive experiences of shame have been linked to de-
pression and eating disorders in college-age samples (Reimer,
1996; Tangney, Wagner, & Gramzow, 1992). These disorders are
more common in females than males (e.g., Hankin et al., 1998).

Future research should examine the role of the expression of
shame in the development of gender differences in these disorders.

Of the externalizing emotion expressions, only anger showed a
significant, very small effect size favoring boys (g � .10), sug-
gesting that gender differences with boys greater than girls in
externalizing emotion expressions may be driven by differences in
anger. Unexpectedly, contempt showed a significant small to me-
dium effect size favoring girls (g � –.26). Contempt is a relatively
subtle externalizing emotion expression (usually indicated by an
eye roll or a raised lip on one side). And unlike disgust, which can
be expressed toward an object, contempt is always expressed
toward another person (Ekman & Friesen, 2003). Thus, contempt
displays may reflect an alternative form of subtle interpersonal
aggression that is thought to be more prevalent in girls than boys,
namely, relational aggression (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995).

We also examined specific emotion expressions that did not fit
into the four emotion categories, including interest, pride, joy at
the expense of another, and overall emotionality. Of these, interest
showed a significant gender difference, favoring girls (g � –.16).
Further, joy at another’s expense (e.g., gleeful taunting of others)
showed a significant small to medium effect size favoring boys
(g � .29), which is in contrast to findings for the positive emotion
expression category, with greater positive emotion expressions for
girls than boys. This suggests that studies of gender differences in
positive emotion expressions should differentiate between mutu-
ally positive emotion expressions and those that are expressed at
the expense of another. Boys’ greater tendency to show joy at
another’s expense may lead to risk for conduct problems, as this
form of positive emotion is callous and potentially a form of
aggression (e.g., Chaplin et al., 2005a; Frick, Cornell, Barry,
Bodin, & Dane, 2003).

Interestingly, there was not a significant gender difference for
pride expressions, although the effect size of g � .42 favored boys.
This is consistent with Else-Quest, Higgins, Allison, and Morton’s
(2012) finding that, whereas reported shame and guilt experiences
showed gender differences (with girls � boys), self-reported pride
did not show a significant gender difference. There was also not a
significant gender difference for those four studies that examined
overall emotion expression. This is counter to findings in the adult
literature that women are more expressive than men (Hall, 1984;
Kring & Gordon, 1998) but is consistent with Else-Quest et al.’s
(2006) meta-analysis, which found no significant gender differ-
ences in parent-reported “emotionality” in children. Further re-
search on overall emotional expressivity in children that includes
a larger sample of effect sizes is warranted.

Implications for Well-Being

The present findings of gender differences in emotion (particu-
larly in certain situations) have significant implications for gender
differences in children’s prosocial development and in their devel-
opment of psychopathology. Girls’ greater tendency to express
positive emotions may contribute to and be influenced by their
greater prosocial behavior. For example, girls are more empathic,
have better social skills, and are better able to read others’ emo-
tions and behaviors than boys (McClure, 2000; Zahn-Waxler,
Shirtcliff, & Marceau, 2008). Girls’ greater propensity to display
positive emotion when interacting with unfamiliar adults and their
greater tendency to mask negative emotions when the situation
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calls for it (e.g., when receiving a disappointing gift) may contrib-
ute to and be influenced by their intention and ability to please
adults and to behave in prosocial ways. At the same time, girls’
(and women’s) efforts to be cheery, even when this cheeriness is
unfelt (as in the demand tasks), may also confer risk (Chaplin &
Cole, 2005; Keenan & Hipwell, 2005; Zahn-Waxler et al., 1991).
If girls attempt to appear cheerful even when they are not, they
may internalize rather than express feelings of distress, which
could increase their propensity for depression (Keenan & Hipwell,
2005).

Similarly, girls’ greater tendency to display internalizing nega-
tive emotions, such as sadness, anxiety, and sympathy, may also
contribute to their being seen as more prosocial than boys (Zahn-
Waxler, 2001; Zahn-Waxler et al., 1991). Sadness and anxiety
displays are consistent with being concerned for others and gen-
erating feelings of closeness with others, both of which are aspects
of prosocial development (Zahn-Waxler, 2001). And, as with
positive emotions, an excessive tendency to display internalizing
emotions may be a risk factor for certain psychological problems.
For example, if one responds to stress by experiencing and ex-
pressing high levels of fear and anxiety, this pattern may lead to
risk for the development of anxiety disorders, several of which are
more common for girls than boys (Ollendick & Yule, 1990). In
addition, girls’ greater sadness, sympathy/empathic concern, and
shame expressions, if taken to an extreme, may be a risk for
depression (e.g., Chaplin & Cole, 2005; Nolen-Hoeksema, Larson,
& Grayson, 1999) and may contribute to girls’ increases in de-
pression in adolescence (Hankin et al., 1998). It is of interest that
gender differences in internalizing emotion expressions appear
most strongly in infancy and in middle childhood, prior to the
increase in depression in girls. One hypothesis this generates is that
gender differences in childhood internalizing emotion expressions
precede (and could influence) gender differences in adolescent
depression.

The tendency for boys to show more externalizing emotions
than girls in early childhood and in contexts involving peers and
when alone may benefit many aspects of boys’ social-emotional
development. Boys’ modulated anger expressions may facilitate
the development of assertiveness, persistence, and self-efficacy.
Indeed, studies find that boys do show more assertive behavior; for
example, boys use more assertive speech than girls (Leaper &
Smith, 2004). It is notable that boys show greater externalizing
(and general negative) emotions than girls when with peers, as this
may help them to negotiate peer relationships in an assertive
manner and could protect them against succumbing to peer pres-
sure. Further research should examine this hypothesis of the pos-
itive functions of anger for boys’ development. In addition to
facilitating healthy development, a well-developed sense of asser-
tiveness and self-efficacy may protect boys against depression and
anxiety, contributing to boys’ lower rates of these disorders.

However, there may also be risks attendant with this tendency to
express externalizing emotions in young boys. If anger is ex-
pressed at a high level and is expressed to the exclusion of
emotions such as fear or empathy when certain stressors are
present, there could be a risk for the development of conduct
problems, such as aggressive behavior and disregard for rules of
conduct (Chaplin & Cole, 2005; Cole, Michel, & Teti, 1994).
Boys’ greater rates of externalizing emotion expressions such as
anger in the toddler/preschool years may be one contributing factor

to the higher rates of behavior problems in boys, a gender differ-
ence that notably appears around the toddler/preschool age
(Keenan & Shaw, 1997). Consistent with this, several studies have
found links between high levels of anger expression at preschool
and early school age and externalizing problems, particularly in
boys (Chaplin et al., 2005a; Cole, Michel, & Teti, 1994; Eisenberg,
Cumberland, et al., 2001). An interesting issue for future research
is the examination of whether higher rates of externalizing emotion
expressions by young boys is a precursor, correlate, or conse-
quence of early childhood behavior problems.

An unexpected but nonetheless interesting finding was that by
adolescence, girls, rather than boys, had a tendency to express
more externalizing emotions. For those adolescent girls who ac-
count for the gender difference in externalizing emotions expres-
sion, there may be risk. For example, alcohol and drug use, which
are on the rise in adolescent girls (Amaro, Blake, Schwartz, &
Flinchbaugh, 2001), have been linked to the use of anger to cope
with stressors (Wills, DuHamel, & Vaccaro, 1995).

Limitations and Future Directions

The present study provided an important empirical review of
gender differences in various types of observed emotion expres-
sions from infancy through adolescence. As in all studies of gender
differences, it is important to note that there is great variability not
only between boys and girls but also within boys and girls (see
Hyde, 2005). For example, some boys may show high levels of
internalizing emotions and some girls may show very low levels of
these emotions. It is important to recognize this so that researchers,
clinicians, and the public do not overlook these gender-role-
inconsistent children (Hyde, 2005).

It is also important to note that our review was limited to
observational studies of emotion expression. Although this pro-
vided a relatively objective examination of gender differences in
emotion, a review of self-reports of emotion expression (and an
analysis of discrepancies between self-reported and observed emo-
tion) would be valuable to examine in future research. As our
review was limited to studies of emotion expression, it did not
assess gender differences in strategies used to regulate emotion. It
would be useful to understand the strategies boys and girls use to
accomplish regulation and the contexts in which they do and do
not differ in emotion regulation. In addition, our review included
studies that measured emotion expression in a variety of ways,
including the frequency, duration, and intensity of expression. It
was not possible to disentangle these different measurements in the
present study; however, future research could examine whether
gender differences in emotion are different depending on whether
one examines frequency or intensity/duration.

Another limitation of this review is the small cell sizes in some
of our analyses. In particular, there were relatively few observa-
tional studies of emotion in adolescents, and there is a need for
more research in this group—especially given the important
changes in emotion-related neural circuitry in adolescence (Spear,
2007). There also were a number of studies that were excluded
because the authors did not provide enough information to calcu-
late effect sizes. This could have biased our results, because
studies with null results sometimes leave out this information. We
attempted to counter this bias by including all studies of emotion
expression, not just those that examined gender differences. A
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final limit is that we did not find significant gender differences for
general negative emotion. This is likely because studies of general
negative emotion expressions typically included both internalizing
and externalizing emotions, emotions that have different associ-
ated gender roles. It is important for future studies that examine
gender differences to discriminate among the different categories
of negative emotions in coding and data analysis.

In addition, most of the studies in the present meta-analysis
consisted of primarily Caucasian samples. This prevented us from
examining differences between ethnic groups, which is important,
since gender roles for emotion expression may differ in different
ethnic groups (Cole & Tan, 2007). For example, among children of
Asian heritage there may be socialization pressure for all children
to control emotions, potentially leading both girls and boys to
suppress emotion expressions, possibly attenuating the ability to
detect gender differences (Cole & Tan, 2007). Future research
should include greater diversity of participants to allow for inves-
tigation of how culture influences the expression of emotion for
boys and girls.

Future studies may also explore links between gender differ-
ences in emotion expression and gender differences in the devel-
opment of personality traits. Personality traits, such as neuroticism
and extraversion, are related to individual differences in patterns of
emotion experience and expression (Revelle & Scherer, 2009).
Further, gender differences have been found for some traits in
adulthood, with women reporting somewhat greater anxiety/neu-
roticism and gregariousness than men and men reporting greater
assertiveness than women (Feingold, 1994). These differences
parallel our findings of gender differences in internalizing, posi-
tive, and externalizing emotion expressions.

Summary

This investigation constituted a much-needed comprehensive
empirical review of gender differences in child and adolescent
emotion expression. Our findings suggest that there are small
but significant gender differences in emotion expressions, with
larger gender differences emerging at certain ages and in certain
contexts. Girls showed greater positive emotion expressions
than boys, and this gender difference became increasingly ev-
ident as the age of the research participants increased into
adolescence and in situations with an unfamiliar adult and in
which there was social pressure to mask negative emotions by
appearing cheery. Girls also expressed more internalizing emo-
tions (e.g., sadness, fear, sympathy, shame) than boys, partic-
ularly in negative situations and when with an unfamiliar adult.
Girls’ patterns of emotion expression may contribute to their
greater prosociality than boys. However, this pattern could also
confer risk that increases girls’ likelihood of developing symp-
toms of depression and anxiety.

Boys, in contrast, showed greater externalizing emotion ex-
pressions, particularly anger expressions, in the toddler/pre-
school and middle childhood periods, in negative situations,
and when with peers or alone, which could contribute to boys’
greater risk for conduct problems. Unexpectedly, by adoles-
cence, girls expressed more externalizing emotions than boys,
an interesting shift in emotion expression patterns. Overall, our
findings underscore the importance of examining contextual
factors influencing gender differences in emotion expressions

across child and adolescent development. We hope that future
work incorporates this framework into the delineation of
gender-related patterns of emotion expressions and their impli-
cations for gender differences in healthy development and the
development of psychopathology.
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